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SAIL Censors Libertarians

Father Blau

<*

by

Allison O'Connor '10
News Staff

to BE

Reassigned

PC Libertarians are trying to live up to
their goal of raising "awareness of the
Libertarian message, namely limited gov
ernment and increased personal freedom,
and putfting] that message
CAMPUS into practice" However,
NEWS the SAIL Office is censor
ing their attempts to reach
out to the student body.
The group was scheduled to pass out
flyers to students detailing the wasteful
spenditures of the economic stimulus
plan on Tuesday, Feb. 10, outside of
Raymond Hall Cafeteria, Harkins Hall,
Slavin Center, and on Huxley Ave.
However, shortly before they were
scheduled to begin passing out the flyers
Miller was informed by the SAIL Office
that they would not be permitted to pass
out the flyers on campus.
"We wanted to point out that a big
part of the bill actually consists of biggovemment adventures and wasteful
spending that have nothing to do with
getting the economy going again,"
said Miller.
"The SAIL Office informed us that we
were not permitted to distribute our fly
ers on campus, since it is a private insti
tution and the material had not been
approved beforehand by SAIL," said
Miller. "At this point I directed all of our
members who were currently passing
out flyers to cease doing so. Once we
were all on the same page as to what was
going on, we decided to move onto
Huxley Ave., off of PC property, and con
tinue our event there."
Sharon Hay, director of the SAIL
Office, said that Clubs and Organizations

by

Ted DeNicola '11
News Staff

Providence College Chaplain, Rev.
Thomas Blau, O.P., will be concluding his
time at Providence College this spring.
"I became a member of the Class of
I 2009," said Blau.
SPECIAL
Blau said that he
FEATURE
will be leaving the
College to be closer
to his parents, who enjoy watching
him serve Mass.
Blau grew up in Cleveland, Ohio,
and attended all public schools.
He received his theology degree
from Franciscan University. Ironically,
he left there with a peaked interest in
the Dominican order. He was ordained
on June 4, 1999. His first assignment
was in campus ministry at the
University of Virginia. He served at
UVA for. five years, and came to
Providence in January 2005.
His predecessor was Rev. Brendan
Murphy, O.P.
"Fr. Murphy and I were classmates
at the Dominican House of Studies
(DHS) in Washington, D.C. Now
Murphy serves as vice president for
Student Services," said Blau.
Blau claims that he will be given
some leeway in his decision of exactly
where he will relocate.
"We've got at least six places in Ohio
that are possibilities, where the order
needs me out there," said Blau.
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Hard Economic Times at PC: Admissions Sees Five
Percent Decrease in Applications
by

Valerie Ferdon '12
News Staff

College tuition has been growing
throughout the past decades, and fam
ilies are finding it even more difficult
to fund their childrens' education as
the country's econo
my
continues in a
ECONOMY
downward slide.
This year, Providence
College received a total of 8,340 applica
tions for the Class of 2013, which is
approximately five percent less than the
year before. This is described by
Christopher Lydon, associate vice presi
dent for Admission and Enrollment
Planning, as, "a bit of a decline, but not
anything dramatic that significantly
changes the selectivity of the school."
Lydon attributes this situation to the
fact that high school seniors are nar
rowing their list of prospective schools.

GRAPHIC BY MATT LONGOBARDI '10

"I can envision the family discus
sions at the dinner table about where
to apply," he said. "Maybe it was
easy to apply to 10 schools in a
stronger economy, but at $55 to $75
per application, maybe seven
schools is enough. There may be
some cases this year where we ended

up off a list that a year ago we would
have been on."
This situation has impacted virtual
ly every private institution, yet the
public schools have seen a significant
increase during these times.
"Families are making sure they
have good economic options so if

financial aid does not come through
at a private school, that hopefully
they will have admission to a public
school where they are comfortable
and where the cost is much less,"
said Lydon.
Aside from the decline in applica
tions at Providence College, repercus
sions of the economic crisis are seen in
the growing number of students wish
ing to commute.
"Traditionally, even our Rhode
Island students have wanted to live on
campus.. .but if it is a choice between a
second-or-third choice school and
your first choice living at home, we
have seen more kids interested in
being commuters," said Lydon.
He continued to explain that in
many cases there is hope that as the
economy improves, such students will
be able to move on campus.

ECONOMY/Page 7
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don't think RAs should have to put
on service programs."
Ferrante said he is excited that the pro
gram is picking up steam.
"I hope things can grow in the future.
I wouldn't have looked in this direction if
Res Life hadn't pushed it, and I'm so glad
they did," said Ferrante.

RESIDENT ASSISTANT
ORGANIZES COMMUNITY
SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES
For the first time, the Office of
Residence Life is requiring its resident
assistants to engage their floors in some
sort of community service.
According to Tiffany Gaffney, the assis
tant dean of Residence Life, community
service projects will be more integrated
into the Resident Assistant program.
"Steven [Sears, dean of Residence
Life] felt strongly that we need to focus
on service," she said. "It ought to be at
the forefront at a Catholic college."
Justin Ferrante '10, a resident
assistant in Aquinas Hall, contacted
Ann Pari, who runs the Breadlines
program in downtown Providence,
for information. Every Friday night,
at the Beneficent Congregational
Church and the Crossroads YMCA,
volunteers pass out food and other
essentials to the city's disadvantage.
"Breadlines is nice because it doesn't
micro-manage community service,"
said Ferrante."You are interacting
directly with another person."
Not only does Breadlines provide
much needed supplies, but cama
raderie as well. According to Ferrante,
one of the most rewarding aspects of
the program is the human contact it
provides. The students talk and tell
jokes with people who might not get
to interact with many other people.
The program runs from 6:00-8:00 p.m.
on Fridays.
Gaffney said she admires students
who are willing to give up time on
their weekends to volunteer.
Twenty-five students assembled to make
sandwiches in the St. Dominic Chapel
basement to bring to Breadlines.
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—Kylie Lacey 'n

ALUMNI WEEKEND AIMS FOR
MORE STUDENT INVOLVE
MENT AND ACTIVITIES

KELLY PHILLIPS '11/The Cowl

Justin Ferrante 'io has been organizing
service events.
Some of the participants were
other RAs.
"I wanted RAs to come to Breadlines
that night to see if they would want to
go there with their residents," Ferrante
said. "I could see this really growing in
Res. Life and on campus."
Another aspect of the Breadlines cause
Ferrante deems worthy is that it exposes
students to the city around them.
"When we participate in Breadlines, it
exposes us to families and children affect
ed by the economy," said Ferrante.
Giselle Youssef '11 said she admires the
Breadlines program but does not know if
she agrees that imposing a service require
ment on RAs and their residents is fair.
"Campus Ministry is one of the biggest
groups on campus," Youseff said. "Those
kids volunteer because they want to help."
According to Youssef, the fact that com
munity service is used as criminal punish
ment indicates that forced service is unfair.
"I think if people want to volun
teer, that's great," she said. "But I

This year's Homecoming Weekend,
which will take place from Feb. 20-22,
at Providence College, is intended to
be an entiftly new experience, as a
greater emphasis will be placed on
welcoming alumni and involving stu
dents in the weekend's activities.
Sarah Firetto '03, assistant director in
the Office of Alumni Relations, said that
her office was responsible for planning
Homecoming Weekend this year.
"One of my goals for this year was
to revitalize the weekend and make
it more of a campus-wide event,"
said
Firetto.
"In
the
past,
Homecoming is a weekend where
alumni come back and attend main
ly our Men's Basketball game. We
were finding that alumni weren't
experiencing the transformed cam
pus as much as they should, and
that students weren't that involved
in the weekend."
"I really wanted to get students
involved this year and make it truly a
campus event," she said. "I want the
students to be able to experience a
weekend that will make them excited
to be an alum and will look forward to
returning for a similar weekend once
they graduate from PC."

Firetto said that this year she put
together a campus-wide committee rep
resenting many different departments,
dubs, and organizations, induding staff
members, faculty, alumni representa
tives, and students.
"We started meeting in October, and
they have been vital in helping select,
plan, and execute the weekend activi
ties," said Firetto.
Among the planned events for the
weekend are a St. Dominic Society
Reception, a PC A Cappella Club con
cert, and a student club reception.
Other events are particularly suited for
student involvement. The "Growing Up
Italian" lecture and dinner, cosponsored
with the BOP Multicultural Committee, is
a key event that PC students can attend.
The event will take place at 6:00 p.m. in
'64 Hall on Friday, Feb. 20, and tickets are
only $5 for students. Additionally, the
Friar Fest, a pre-game rally for the Men's
Basketball game against Notre Dame
University, will be taking place by the
Concannon Fitness Center from 9:30
a.m.-ll:30 a.m. on Saturday, Feb. 21. Also,
"A Night of Comedy Featuring Joel
McHale from El's The Soup, cosponsored
by BOP, will take place on Saturday night
at Mullaney Gymnasium in Alumni Hall.
The event begins at 8:00 p.m., but doors
open at 7:00 p.m.
Firetto said that student tickets for
these events can be purchased in the BOP
Office and in Martin Hall from 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday.
"We are also selling Homecoming tshirts to benefit the National Alumni
Association Scholarship for $15,'£ said
Firetto. "They were designed by stu
dent Brittany McHale '11 [no relation]
and staff member and alum Katie
Moore '00."
—Rick Kurker 'oa

FEBRUARY 13-19
13 Fri

14 Sat
7:00 p.m. PC
Women's Ice Hockey
vs. New Hampshire,
Schneider Arena,
Providence, R.I.
8:00 p.m.
Performance of
Waiting for Lefty,
Smith Center for the
Arts, Angell
Blackfriars Theatre

7:00 p.m. PC Mens
Basketball vs.
Rutgers, Dunkin'
Donuts Center,
Providence, R.I.
8:00 p.m.
Performance of
Waiting for Lefty,
Smith Center for the
Arts, Angell

15 Sun
2:00 p.m.
Performance of
Waiting for Lefty,
Smith Center for the
Arts, Angell
Blackfriars Theatre

18 Wed

16 Mon
8:30 a.m. Exhibit:
Frost/Nixon, Phillips
Memorial Library,
Foyer

6:30 p.m. Class of
2012 Student
8:00 p.m. Future Friar Congress Meeting,
Executives Board
Slavin Center, G19
Meeting, Slavin
Center, Room 117

19 Thurs

17 Tues
4:00 p.m. Overview Trip to China, Slavin
Center, G01
6:30 p.m. African
American Club
^Meeting, Slavin
Center, G01

4:00 p.m. Center for
Teaching Excellence
Workshop, Feinstein
Academic Center

7:00 p.m. Gaelic
Society Meeting,
Moore Hall II
7:15 p.m. Kaplan
Offers Graduate
School Test Prep,

9:00 a.m. Paintings by
Jason Fiering, HuntCavanagh Hall,
Hunt-Cavanagh
Gallery
7:00 p.m. Mens
Basketball Pep Rally,
Slavin Center,
McPhails

NOW... IT'S YOURTURN

Accuracy Watch

Semester Programs in

Global Health
Tropical Biology
African Ecology
Summer Program in

■■

Field Tropical Biology
www.ots.duke.edu • 919-684-5774
otsadmissions@duke.edu
and contact your Study Abroad Office
Apply Now! Applications for Summer and Fall courses
arc being accepted on a rolling basis until courses arc full.

r
OTS is committed to providing opportunities for all students
interested in studying with us.

The Cowl is committed to accuracy and carefully checks
every article that goes into print to ensure that the facts are
presented clearly and truthfully. Ifyou find an error in any
article, please e-mail the editor at thecowl@providence.edu.
Corrections will be printed as necessary on page 2.
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Holocaust Refugee-Rabbi Lectures
by

Lauren Ballback '11
News Staff

On Tuesday, Feb. 4, Rabbi Jack
Bemporad delivered a lecture enti
tled "Between Past and Future:
Challenges
Facing
Christian-Jewish
LECTURE Understanding," the
second in a series of
lectures dedicated to
exploring Cafholic-Jewish relations.
Bemporad is a Holocaust refugee from
Italy. He is the director of the Center for
Interreligious Understanding and the sen
ior rabbinic scholar at Chavurah Beth
Shalom in Alpine, N.J.
"I heard Rabbi Bemporad speak at
a conference in Rome in 2007 and
was moved by his passion and his
wisdom, and so I thought I would
share that with you all at Providence
College," said Arthur Urbano, Ph.D.,
of the Department of Theology.
Following Urbano's introduction
Rabbi Bemporad began his lecture.
"So I'm going to try to be as honest
as I can given past and present Jewish
relations," said Bemporad. "I would
like to start with the past...The best
way, in my mind, to understand the
past is to read my favorite philoso
pher, Plato."
The Rabbi quoted Plato on pas
sages about communication strug
gles. Bemporad said that for thou
sands of years the Jewish and
Christian communities have strug

gled to talk to each other. Over the
years, interactions and attitudes have
built in a way that prevents both
groups from understanding where
the other is coming from.
"When you have economic collapse
you find there is a tremendous amount
of suffering where Jews on a whole
become scapegoats," said Bemporad.
"But when you look at it the entire
community suffers. To think that it
was only the Jews that suffered, let's
say, during the Inquisition of Spain is
not true. I mean, thousands of people

I thought it was really
informative. It gave me a dif
ferent perspective, a differ
ent way of looking at the dif
ferent rel igions...juxtaposing
them together.
Kristen Desmarais 'io

suffered...To say, for example, [that]
during the time of Hitler that it was
Jews that suffered, of course they suf
fered, but look at what happened to
the German nation. So we have to have
to look at it in some kind of context."
"[B] eginning with the church father
there was a certain doctrine that
emerged that said that the Jews are

only a nation in exile, in no sense a uni
versal^ historic people, a nation con
demned not to wonder as a witness of
God, but as a witness as a faith of those
who reject Christ," said Bemporad.
The doctrine, according to the rabbi,
was taught and confirmed by popes and
cardinals for years. Some people paid
attention to this message, and others did
not. Troubling attitudes developed as a
result, and Jews responded by viewing
Christians in a negative light as well.
"I don't think it's proper for us to
say it's only a Christian responsibili
ty," said Bemporad. He said the dif
ference between the Jewish and
Christian communities is that the
"Jewish community never had the
power to do anything besides talk
amongst its people." This lack of
power extended to social and political
issues, he said.
The Church made strides to
change past behavior through
actions and conferences like Vatican
II. One example Bemporad used was
when John Paul II went "beyond the
texts." He went to the synagogue.
This was a significant action. John
Paul II was also the first pope to
acknowledge Israel by name. He was
the first person who said the Jewish
people had the right to a nation.
A recent example of miscommu
nication in Jewish-Catholic rela
tions is the situation with Bishop
Williamson, a German bishop who
said that the Holocaust did not
happen. Bemporad said that the

Jewish community, instead of going
on the offensive, should have start
ed a dialogue.
The core issue, according to
Bemporad, is how each religion can
exist independently. Each religion is
concerned that the other is trying to
convert the other. Each sees the other
in a "caricature view," a stereotype. To
solve this, we need to create defini
tions that are acceptable to all parties.
He stressed the importance of teaching
to ease tensions and misunderstand
ings between religions.
"I thought it was really informative,"
said Kristen Desmarais TO. "It gave me a
different perceptive, a different way of
looking at the different religions.. .juxta
posing them together."
"I'm taking an art history class and my
professor...recommended I attend it
tonight because the whole class is on the
convergence [of Catholicism, Islam, and
Judaism]," said Brian Gay '11.
Urbano also found the event to be
interesting.
"I learned a great deal from the
lecture," said Urbano. "If I had to
single out one thing, it would be
what the rabbi said about Catholic
and Jewish 'mentalities,' assump
tions, and stereotypes of the other,
that have at various times, past and
present, hindered good relations. I
like what the rabbi said about learn
ing how to put yourself in the shoes
of your dialogue partner, but also to
understand how your dialogue part
ner views you yourself."

LUXURY ROOMS AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
Located on Huxley Avenue near Eaton Street
5 Bedrooms
These all inclusive rooms will include:
-Heat/Central A/C / Hot Water
-ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED
-Fully Furnished
-Cable (HBO, Showtime, Starz) w/DVR
-Cable wired to each room
-High Speed Internet Access (Wired to each room and Wireless)
-2 Baths
-Living Room
-Dining Room
-Maid Service for all common areas
-Full Kitchen with appliances and dishwasher and kitchen utensils
-Kitchenette on upper floor with refrigerator and microwave
-Washer/Dryer (no charges)
-Large Screen 37” Flat Screen TV with DVD and 5.1 Sound
-Off Street Parking
-Electronic Door Locks for ALL doors
-Alarm System
-Whole House Surge Protection
-Recently Remodeled
-On the 55 RIPTA Bus line

RENT: $3250.00/month ($650.00/month/room)
Call: 401-949-1578 for an appointment to view
Local Owner - Must see newly remodeled
Mention Cowl Ad for this reduced rent.
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Congress Approves Six Proposed Clubs
by

Sara Beth Labanara '11
News Staff

Following weekly announcements
and procedures Student Congress dis
cussed and voted on the resolutions
for six proposed clubs.
Before voting took
STUDENT Place'
Clubs
and
CONGRESS Organizations Chair
Sean Jones '10 made a
brief statement. He urged the group
to view the clubs as six different
organizations with different goals.
Jones encouraged Congress to take
this into consideration before delib
erating and voting.
First on the agenda was the discus
sion of the Global Citizens Action
Network presented by Sophia Georgeo
'09. This club, sometimes known as the

I'm totally in support of this

club and it's something that
our campus needs.
Michelle Palermino '09

"Global Studies Club," is a proposed
organization whose aim is to be social
ly conscious about issues such as geno
cide, the green movement, and other
global events.
"This club will offer the time, space,
and support to anyone who is interest
ed in discussing and learning about
current events," said Georgeo.
Outreach Chair Michelle Palermino
'09 opened up the discussion with her

eagerness about the Global Citizens
Action Network.
"I'm totally in support of this club
and it's something that our campus
needs," said Palermino.
Following Palermino's statement,
the elected members of Congress
passed the legislation.
Then,
Planning
and
Steering
Committee member, Will Mastrianna
'11 introduced the next proposed
organization, the Animal Rights Club
which passed without discussion.
Thirdly, the legislation for the proposed
International Students Organization also
passed without discussion.
However, the next club, the Hellenic
Student Association, was thoroughly
discussed
before
voting.
Peter
Poutroubis '10 answered questions
from members of Congress about his
proposed club. Poutroubis said the
club is a way for Greek students to
come together in order to share their
culture and identity with each other.
At first there was a discussion about
the club's name and whether it should
include the word "Greek" in order to
familiarize students at events such as
involvement fairs.
Representative Katie Tripp '12 wor
ried that some students may not know
the meaning of Hellenic. Jones defend
ed the Hellenic aspect of the title and
warned Congress members against the
phrase "Greek" in this context.
"If there's a Greek club someone
may think it may mean Greek life, as
in fraternities and sororities, which
is something that our campus does
not and probably will not ever
have," said Jones.
After a motion to vote, the resolu
tion for the proposed club passed.
Then members listened to Kyle
Heaney's '11 appeal for the Providence
College Film Club which passed unani
mously without discussion.

Next the group discussed the Six
Gents Sketch Comedy group which
directs, produces, and acts out origi
nal material. The representative
from the group made it clear that Six
Gents is different from Rejects on the
Rise and Harry Houdini's Box of
Doom because.it offers a unique per
spective to comedy that has not yet
been seen at PC.
However, President Liz Wolf '09
was not convinced that the group
would offer something that does not
already exist at the College.
"I'm concerned that we're dealing
with a need that's already been fulfilled
on campus," said Wolf.
Jones responded to Wolf and said
that although there seems to be simi
larities, the Six Gents Sketch Comedy
group is very different from existing

If there's a Greek Club some

one may think it may mean

Greek Life as in faternities
and sororities...
Sean Jones'10

comedy groups on campus. Six Gents
will include costume design and pro
duction design which provides stu
dents with more ways to get involved.
Representative Andraya Pulaski '10
agreed with Jones. She said that this
group offers more ways for students to
get involved instead of just acting
which makes it different from Rejects
on the Rise and Harry Houdini's Box
of Doom.

"We're just trying to get more peo
ple involved on this campus and I
think this would be a really good way
for accomplishing that," said Pulaski.
After discussion and voting was
completed each of the six proposed
clubs passed. The clubs will be tri
aled before they are permanently
implemented on campus and
receive allocations.
Then, Senior Class President Jesse
DePatsy discussed his initiative to
attach recycling bins to trash recep
tacles around campus. DePatsy
noticed the lack of recycling bins
and he hopes that this initiative can
be accomplished by Earth Day on
April 22. DePatsy admitted that not
all of the details had been worked
out such as where the recycling bins
will be placed on campus and what
materials they will accept.
"Basically, wherever you see a trash
can we’re suggesting that there should
be a recycling bin," said DePatsy.
Wolf, however, brought the discussion
back to what she believed to be the vague
terminology of DePatsy's initiative.
"The only concern I have with this is
that you're asking for something that's a
little bit vague to be enacted by April
22," said Wolf. "So by April 22 the
school could give us a few recycling
bins but not enough because we're not
specific enough."
The meeting concluded with no deci
sion regarding the Senior Class' plan tp
increase the number of recycling bins
on campus.

For more Student
Congress news, visit
www.pcstudentcongress.com

ENJOY THE FLEXIBILITY, CONVENIENCE, AND REWARDS OF SUMMER
Summer Session at Northeastern University's College of Professional
Studies offers a wide range of courses that meets your needs — whether
you want to earn transfer credits or enroll in a graduate or undergraduate
program. You II find just the course you need while taking advantage of
the educational resources of Northeastern University.

FEATURING
• Graduate and Undergraduate Programs
• 4-week, 6-week, and 8-week flexible course formats
• Courses offered in Boston, Burlington, and online
• A full sequence of science courses that can be

completed in 12 weeks
• Financial options available for both degree and

non-degree students

To register and for more information visit:

www.northeastern.edu/cps/summersession I 1.877.668.7727

Northeastern University
College of Professional Studies
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BLAU: "It's Not Goodbye, It's See You Later"
continued from front page
Blau said that he is looking to move
west of the Allegheny Mountain
Range, somewhere around western
Pennsylvania or Ohio.
"If a priest isn't happy, then he can
not work to the fullest and will not be
a joyful, participating member in the
community he serves," said Blau.
While Blau says that he will miss the
College, but looks forward to wherev
er God is sending him.
"This is okay," said Blau. "It's an
opportunity. The normal call of
duty is four to five years. I will be
right at four and a half years. I'm
bringing every good idea with me
from- Providence.
Blau will not be leaving empty
handed. He has had some very memo
rable moments at PC.
"One thing I will never forget is the
amount of security needed at Civ
Scream," said Blau. "Also, living in
Cunningham and hearing the Huxley
crowd from midnight until 3 a.m."

He went on to list the many activ
ities in which he has been able to
take part in his four and a half
years. "Welcome Back Masses,
Relay for Life, everything involving
campus ministry and all of the good
things we have been able to do,"
said Blau.
He will also miss the many differ
ent people he met and worked with
on campus.
"The Physical Plant, PC Security,
and the Hurley people are unsung
heroes that keep this place running,"
said Blau. "The students need to
appreciate that."
The students have helped to make
the deepest impressions of PC left
on Blau.
"Most of all, I will always remem
ber the amazing impact that the stu
dents here have on the local com
munity," said Blau. "It's amazing —
really impressive."
Blau has gained a great deal of expe
rience during his time at Providence.
"It has been a privilege to be
here—positive, complete, and uplift
ing," he said.

According to Blau, his biggest
achievement here was developing the
campus ministry program. He started
a student leadership program.
"There was no campus ministry pro
gram when I arrived here," said Blau.
"There was the Spiritual Liturgical
Council and a social justice group. It took
a lot of work, but we combined them and
made a campus ministry. It incorporates
spirituality, justice, and fun."
"Providence College
students
donate an amazing amount of time to
service, which keeps the Catholic
Church
going,"
said
Blau.
"Sometimes this gets taken for grant
ed. There are 23 different groups
under the umbrella of Campus
Ministry. We've doubled our staff
with room to grow."
On a practical level, Blau says that
campus ministry has been made acces
sible to every student on campus,
regardless of their interests.
"Whether faith, justice, or friend
ship, there is something for everyone,"
said Blau.
When asked if he would be back to
visit, Blau responded: "At least visit!"

"I hate goodbyes," said Blau. "It's
not goodbye, it's see you later."

NINA RATZENBERGER '11/The Cowl

Rev. Blau, O.P., is leaving at the end of
the year.

FATHER BLAU'S FAVORITES
Movies

February 20-22, 2009

The Godfather Part I, The Shawshank
Redemption, and The Usual Suspects
Music

RETURN TO FRIARTOWN
PROVIDENCE COLLEGE HOMECOMING 2009
COMING

Country, Classical, and Celtic

Reading

"I have read 10 minutes from
Catholicism of the Catholic Church
every day for over a year," said
Blau. "I'm on my third time."
Books on World War II and
Vietnam

FRIDAY

"I'm a history buff."
Restaurant

"Spike's Hot Dogs is one of the
most awesome restaurants in the
area and everyone needs to go
there before they graduate."
Sports

"If it's not the Browns, it's not
football; if it's not the Indians, it's
not baseball," said Blau.

SATURDAY

Place
Lincoln Woods and the country
side of Rhode Island,
Connecticut, and Massachusetts

Moments
Graduations

SATURDAY

Incredibly generous student
donations to Catholic Relief
Services (CRS) after the tsunami
that hit the Indian Ocean in 2004

The donations to support funds
to rebuild after Hurricane
Katrina
The Giving Tree

10:30 p.m. Mass on Sunday
evenings—the impressive faith
fulness of people.
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PC Sailing Team Fundraises for New Boat
Rick Kurker '09
Asst. News Editor

stickers, patches, and rash guards that
they sold in the past as well.
"After paying for the booth, we
The Providence Boat Show, organ made $116, as well as some donations
ized by the Newport Exhibition for our silent auction, which will be
Group, took place at the Providence held at our Alumni Banquet later this
Convention Center
~
from Thursday, spring," said Cullen. "We also made a
Jan. 29, through Sunday, lot of contacts that will help us reach
CAMPUS Feb. 1, and Providence our goals."
Cullen said that the team met sever
NEWS College students were
there to represent the al people who might help them to get
a new powerboat for little or no cost.
College's Sailing Team.
Mary Cullen '10, vice commodore of She said that the team uses a
the sailing team, was in charge of most coach/safety boat at practice and regat
tas. However, this contribution is not
of PC's involvement in the boat show.
"We were there to raise awareness of yet a guarantee.
Cullen estimated that several
the new Providence College Sailing
Team, expand our newsletter mailing thousand people attended the boat
list, and raise money for a new fleet of show, which met the team's expecta
boats by selling merchandise and tak tion for the turnout.
"We had hoped people would be
ing donations," said Cullen.
"The general public now will be more interested in our merchandise,
able to get a snippet of our life on the especially our Vineyard Vine stuff, but
water and our team goals," said we are still considering the event a suc
Martha Kingman '12, member of the cess," said Cullen.
Cullen said that many members of
sailing team. "The newsletter will also
display the amount of money still the team had two three-hour shifts
needed to achieve our goal of getting throughout the weekend, but that she
and Patrick Broome '09, commodore of
a new fleet."
Cullen said that the team used some the Sailing Team, were there most of
of the money they had saved to rent a the time.
Broome said that PC's representa
booth at the convention center.
According to Cullen, the Sailing Team tion in the boat show was important
got a 10'xlO' booth for $200, which was because it allowed the PC Sailing Team
a lower rate than the $575 full price of to gain some publicity, especially for
a booth since the team was considered alumni who may have been unaware
non-profit. Additionally, the group of the team, and to create good will
paid $50 for a parking pass instead of with vendors they met at the show.
"I think the benefits of being a
$10 per entry, which was cheaper
because the members worked in shifts strong and professional presence at the
and would constantly leave and return boat show will continue to ripple
throughout our entire spring season,"
to the convention center.
"There were a little over 200 exhibi said Broome.
"I think that the PC Sailing Team's
tioners," said Cullen. "There were
yacht clubs from the area, such as participation in the boat show was a
RACY [Rhode Island Yacht Club] and success in the way it made alumni and
others aware that we actually have a
Edgewood Yacht Club."
According to Cullen, vendors sold a team and we compete," said Kingman.
wide variety of boats, from jet skis and - To continue their fundraising
kayaks to powerboats and yachts, and efforts, Cullen said that the team has
a wide array of companies was repre had representatives in Raymond
sented, from Boston Whaler to Brewer Cafeteria to collect money for flowers
Yacht Sales, Inc. In addition, boat the team is selling for Valentine's Day.
repair companies, including Port
"We are selling carnations for $1 and
Edgewood, were present, as were com roses for $2, and we will deliver them
panies that tow broken-down boats. on Friday, Feb. 13," said Cullen. "All
Cullen said that small sailboats and the money we make will go toward
parts were sold by Laser Performance, buying new sailboats."
and there were even vendors selling
"We do many fundraisers on cam
sunglasses, boating clothes, and jewel pus," she said. "We try [to] do stuff
that will interest the student body,
ry, mostly of nautical design.
"Newport Exhibition Group did all such as sending flowers to friends for
the advertising [for the show]," said Valentine's Day, while we raise
Cullen. "I believe it was in the local money for new boats. The best way
newspaper, and they have a Web site." for students to make donations is to
"It is an annual event and many peo look for stuff we are selling and pur
ple attend on a yearly basis," said chase something, even if it is small
Cullen. "People who are looking for like a flower."
For students interested in joining the
good deals on a new boat frequent these
kinds of event. The event was open to PC Sailing Team, Cullen said that no
the public and anyone could come in for experience is necessary to start.
an admission fee of $10."
"The sailing team is a club sport,"
Cullen said that the Sailing Team is said Cullen. "We are competitive as
hoping to collect enough money to well. We travel all around New
purchase new boats.
England to compete every weekend
"We currently have eight FJs, and from September to early November,
they are falling apart and are not and March, right after spring break, to
enough for the whole team, so we are May. We compete against all the
raising $70,000 for a new fleet of 12 schools in our region. There are no
divisions, so we sail against varsity
420s," said Cullen.
According to Cullen, FJs, short for teams and other club teams."
'New England
"Flying Juniors," and
is also the most
420s are sailboats for
two people that are
competitive region
I think that the PC Sail ing
small;
1; each boa
boat is
in the U.S.," she
about 14 feet long. Team's participation in the boat said. "We also do a
Cullen said that both
few intersectionals
varieties of boat are show was a success in the way it where we travel to
common in the col made alumni and others aware
places such as New
lege sailing circuit.
York
City and Ohio
that we actually have a team
However, she said
State to compete
that the 420s cost
and we compete.
against
colleges
about $1000 more
around the United
than the FJs and are a
States. We usually
Martha Kingman '12
bit heavier and wider.
have 2 to 4 events a
weekend and send
"The reason we
different team mem
want to get 420s is
because the team feels they are a better bers to each event."
training boat and will help us improve
Cullen said that the team competes
in "regattas," which are sets of races
more as a team," said Cullen..
Cullen said that the team sold spread over one or two days.
"We do fleet races and team races,"
Vineyard Vines belts and bags, with an
emphasis on selling the belts. In addi said Cullen. "Fleet races are with
tion, the team has T-shirts, bumper many boats on the line and you try and
by

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARY CULLEN 'iol

Providence College Sail ing Team members Scott Brokaw 'io, Christina
Koutsourades '12, Marty Masterson '10, Ian Sutherland '12, and Jul ie
Antonovich '11 prepare their boats dockside.

PHOTO COURTESY OF MARY CULLEN '10

The Providence Col lege Sail ing Team's booth at a boat show hosted by the
Newport Exhibition Group on Jan. 29.
beat as many as you can. Team racing
is three-on-three, and you must have a
winning combination."
"We also run the annual walk on
campus for victims of domestic vio
lence and participate in the Relay for
Life," said Cullen. "We also have social
events for our team members, such as
bowling, ice skating, and laser tag."
Cullen said that there are about thir
ty racing team members and fifty club
members that come to the team's leamto-sail sessions, as well as to social and
fundraising events.
"Anyone can join the team," said
Cullen. "Just come to a meeting or talk
to a team member. We do charge dues
every semester, although we haven't
set a price for this semester, and if
money is really a problem, we work
something out."
"I am not one to settle for being
told I am a girl and cannot do some
thing," said Kingman. "On the sailing
team, I let everyone know I can do it,
even if it is pouring rain and my
hands feel like they are going to fall
off from the cold."
"The importance [of the team] is just
to have an alternative to the varsity
sports that builds determination, work
ethic, friendships, and sense of accom
plishment on a less demanding scale,"
said Kingman. "I would encourage
students to come and try sailing. It is
an experience and sport that is very
rewarding. Being on the water can put
anyone in a good mood no matter how

foul their mood is before they arrive
and step into the boat for the day."
Bianca Molta '11, another member of
the sailing team, said that sports clubs
are a great way to meet new people
and try something fun that one might
not have ever tried before.
"As a transfer student, the sailing team
was one of the best ways I adjusted to
PC," said Molta. "I had always wanted to
learn to sail and am really fortunate to
have had the unique opportunity at PC.
It is such a great team."
The team's faculty advisor is Prof.
Robert Rambo, assistant professor in
the Department of Accountancy, and
the team also works closely with
Jeannine Montreuil, assistant director
of recreational sports and clubs.
"I think it is important for
Providence College to have a sailing
team because so much of what a
Providence College student learns is
learned outside of the classroom,"
said Broome. "PC strives to create
well-rounded graduates. The sailing
team allows its members to develop
relationships, experience leadership
and management roles, visit other
schools and their students on a
weekly basis, and push themselves
to excel not only in the classroom
but on the water as well."
Anyone interested in joining the
PC Sailing Team can contact Mary
Cullen '10.
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LIBERTARIANS: Forced to
Move Off Campus to Hand
Out Flyers

mark used.
To help compensate for hard times,
the budget for student financial aid continued from front page
Not only is this failing economy will be increasing to over $43 million.
affecting college-bound teens and their This increase in assistance will not are not permitted to hand out flyers to
families, but it has made the admission only benefit the incoming freshman, students on campus.
"All student groups wishing to distrib
process exceptionally difficult for the but current students as well.
"The Senior Administration gave the ute or post information on campus must
Providence College staff. They general
ly use a model to predict what percent Financial Aid office some additional receive SAIL Office permission in
age of students will accept the offer of funding beyond what our budget was advance," said Hay. "We do not current
admission based on previous years. for this year for kids who had a parent ly permit anyone [students or non stu
This statistic did not vary by more than lose their job," said Lydon. "We have a dents] to hand out leaflets on campus.
one percentage point from 2006 to contingency fund that we have been tap Once student groups receive permission
2012. The economic
ping somewhat regu from the SAIL Office to distribute a par
hardship, however, " "
larly to help families ticular piece of information, their mem
creates a loophole.
through these eco bers may hand out that information from
a pre-reserved table."
"There is no for
nomic times."
We feel somewhat lucky that
Hay has contacted Miller to discuss
mula for what we are
Lydon does not see
we've made it through at least the
seeing in the country
tuition
at the matter further with him.
Miller said that PC Libertarians did
right now," said the appl ication process in a way Providence College
Lydon. "We have
decreasing due to the not seek permission from SAIL to
that suggests we will be able to economic times. If hand out the flyers because the
two ways of dealing
invite talented students.
with that in the
anything, it will Student Handbook does not have any
result in upward regulations on passing things out man
admissions office:
first, we can more
growth in cost. "Our ually to students.
Christopher Lydon
"We were aware of this and have
aggressively make
cost of doing busi
offers of admission
ness depends on always gone through the proper steps
on the assumption
many thing: our when posting banners and signs for
that yield will fall.
health
care
for events, meetings, etc. SAIL is saying
But we need to be careful not to be too employees, utilities, energy, everything we need permission for something
aggressive because Providence isn't built that we do to run this campus. None of that the handbook does not require
for 1,200 freshmen—1,050 is about as these things go down. The question permission for," said Miller.
Page 66 of the Handbook states,
large as we dare be in order to still pro becomes, if we were to reduce tuition,
vide the experience we want our stu what would we not provide that we cur "Students may not post any signs,
notices, flyers, leaflets or other corre
dents to have," said Lydon.
rently provide?" said Lydon.
In foresight, the admissions office
That being said, the fact that spondence or documents, without first
plans to form a uniquely large waitlist Providence College remains relatively receiving the express permission of the
in order to avoid the possibility of less expensive compared to schools SAIL office. Inserting materials into stu
over-enrolling.
with the same characteristics, i.e. pri dent mailboxes without permission from
"I don't see any shame in using the vate Catholic liberal arts institutions, the Office of the Vice President for
waiting list to fill 50, 75 or even 100 may benefit the school more than ever. Student Affairs Administration is also
class spaces because the difference
"Our current tuition is on average prohibited." It also says that posting
between the bottom 20 percent of stu about five to six thousand dollars less materials in all residence halls is probhibdents we admit and the top 20 percent than the schools that our kids also look ited without the permission of the Office
of Residence Life.
of the waiting list really isn't that dif at," said Lydon.
The flyer referenced an article pubferent academically," said Lydon.
Those schools include Villanova
"The Advancement Office will talk University, College of the Holy j lished in the Wall Street Journal which
about how important the endowment Cross, Fordham University and I estimated that "only 12 cents out of every
is to Providence College; for the Boston College.
Admissions Office the applicant pool
"If this is the school students are
is the endowment. The stronger the looking at...we are lower than virtual
applicant pool, the more able we are to ly all of the other schools and from my
craft a class each year that is academi perspective, offering the same quality
cally talented, that is geographically undergraduate education that you get
and culturally diverse, and that helps for more money," said Lydon.
us meet all the goals that Providence
Despite a seemingly grim year for educa
College has set out," said Lydon.
tional institutions, Lydon remains positive.
Fortunately
for
Providence
"We feel somewhat lucky that we
College, at the end of the Early Action have made it through at least the
application process the admissions application process in a way that sug
staff found that the quality of the gests we will be able to invite talented
accepted students were the same or students," he said.
better than the groups accepted in
years past by every academic bench

continued from front page

dollar can actually be described as a
stimulus." The flier then bulleted what
PC Libertarians designates as wasteful
spending, which included: "$4 billion to
expand the War on Drugs, $20 billion to
create a national system of electronic
medical records that the government
could see without permission at anytime,
$50 million for the National Endowment
of Arts, $20 billion for food stamps, $200
million to expand AmeriCorps, $746 mil
lion for after school snacks, and $4.1 bil
lion for activist groups such as ACORN."
"It continues to mystify me why the
College is so repressive when it comes
to the exchange of information, and if
they insist on regulating this kind of
activity so stringently, why they refuse
to clarify once and for all exactly what
is permitted," said Miller. "From being
involved in multiple student groups, I
can say that these guidelines seem to
change on a random basis with no
rhyme or reason."
The purpose of the group is to preserve
the ideals of the Constitution, by promot
ing lower taxes and a smaller government.
"If the administration would like stu
dents to take a greater interest in current
affairs and become educated, active citi
zens, it would help if they eliminated the
absurd amount of hurdles faced by any
one trying to do so. Eventually, people
get tired of jumping through unneces
sary hoops," said Miller.
PC Libertarians did not have any
intention of inciting trouble.
"Anytime the College takes action to
discourage dialogue on an important
issue such as this one, it's disappointing,"
said Miller. "Our members who were
participating were told not to be disrup
tive or confrontational, and no one was."
Despite their move to an off-campus
location, the Libertarians managed to
hand out 600 flyers to students.

DON’T YOU DESERVE THE BEST ?

The Admiral Huxley House is available for ’09-’ 10. Perfect for a group of
four or five students, this brick colonial comes with a full kitchen including

new appliances, high speed internet in every bedroom, off-street parking,

fireplace, washer and dryer, alarm system, patio, garage and front porch.
Located at 309 Huxley Ave.

Contact M. Perry at 334-4045 or mper7124@ cox.net for details
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To Close U.S. Base
by

Mackenzie Mango '10
World Staff

I Central Asia: Kyrgyzstan
Friday, Feb. 6, Kyrgyzstan announced its decision to close a
United States base on its territory,
which is used to supply U.S. and
NATO troops in Afghanistan, is final.
According to the BBC, this contra
dicts U.S. statements that talks are on
going about the base's future.
"The decision has been made," said
Kyrgyz
government
spokesman
Aibek Sultangaziyev.
The Kyrgyz president first an
nounced the closing of the Manas base
after accepting a $2.15 billion package
of aid from Russia, one of its closest al
lies. The move is seen by the U.S. as an
attempt for Russia to counter the U.S.
presence in Central Asia, and has taken
many analysts by surprise, especially
after Russia issued statements deem
ing Obama's views on Afghanistan "en
couraging," and called his arms control
?roposals "a fresh signal," according to
he New York Times.
Russia has long opposed the pres A C-17A Globemaster III takes off from Manas AB, Kyrgyz Republic, on a mission down range. The C-17S play a vital role in the
ence of American military forces in 376 AEW mission to move cargo and passengers in support of operations in Afghanistan.
Central Asia. Accordingly, analysts say
"It's not clear to me who's calling the planned for a sharp increase in the
its closure would be a significant diplo ously demanding the U.S. make Russia's
shots or what exactly the message is," number of American troops in
matic victory for Russia as it seeks to re interests a priority. However, both Russ
said Strobe Talbott, deputy secretary of Afghanistan. Russian leaders imply
assert its influence in all former Soviet ian and Kyrgyz officials have issued
republics and beyond.
statements that Russia played no role in state under President Clinton.
that if the administration hopes to
While Moscow is clearly acknowledging the decision to close the base, leaving
Aibek Sultangaziev, spokesman for proceed with plans to deploy as many
the prospect of cooperation, it is simultane- officials puzzled.
Prime Minister Igor Chudinov, has ad as 30,000 more troops in Afghanistan,
vocated that his government feels that they will have to secure Moscow's
the U.S. base has accomplished its mis support, thus giving them leverage
sion of helping Afghans install their over the U.S.
new government. He added that his
country is upset that the case involving
a U.S. serviceman who shot and killed
a Kyrgyzstan citizen in 2006 has not
been resolved.
Sultangaziev said the government
also believes that the United States is
not paying as much as it should for the
Do you think Russia played a significant role in the
base and has concerns about ecological
closing of the U.S. base in Kyrgyzstan?
problems it may cause as well. U.S. as
sistance to the country adds up to about
$150 million per year in various pro
grams, some $63 million of which is
connected to the Manas base.
Following positive signals from
"I think it definitely
Moscow following Obama's inaugu
played a role because
ration, the U.S. hoped for coopera
Oksana Antoneko,
the base closure is a way
tion between the two countries
Senior Fellow, International
concerning Afghanistan.
Institute for Strategic Studies
for it to regain influence
"This really did come out of the
in the area and force the
blue for me," Andrew C. Kuchins, di
rector of the Russia and Eurasia Pro
U.S. to cooperate with
This would likely mean addressing
gram at the Center for Strategic and
its interests."
International Studies in Washington, Russian complaints about issues that
include American plans for con
told The New York Times.
Manas, just outside the capital city structing missile-defense facilities in
of Bishkek, is the only U.S. base in Poland and the Czech Republic and
Central Asia and therefore is a crucial the expansion of NATO. According
transit point for U.S. operations in to ana ysts, Obama seems willing to
Afghanistan. It was set up in 2001 to slow the timeline on missile defense
assist the U.S. military operation and NATO expansion, but not to
Compiled By Mackenzie Mango 10
against al-Qaeda in Afghanistan. The shelve the projects publicly.
base is used to refue Afghan-bound
"In the Russian mind, there is a
planes, and is the first layover point for window of opportunity to bargain,
the majority of coalition troops on and if we are sitting down to bargain,
their way in and out of Afghanistan.
we better have good cards on our side
Meanwhile, the U.S. has asked to move of the table," said Oksana Antonenko,
"Russia may have been
supplies through Russia, and Tajikistan a Senior Fellow at the International In
a factor, but Kyrgyzstan
has said it will allow tht transit of non-mil- stitute for Strategic Studies in London.
It seems as if President Obama
itary goods into Afghanistan. Additionally,
had other concerns as
Russia's foreign minister, Sergey V Lavrov, will be "forced to deal with the tail
well which definitely
has stated that Russia had fast-tracked ap end of the Bush legacy, including
contributed to its final
proval of a plan to allow the United States memories of last summer's war in
military
to ship nonlethal equipment Georgia," said Sergei M. Rogov, di
decision to close
rector of the Institute for U.S. and
across Russian territory to Afghanistan.
it down."
"We gave our consent, literally, in 24 Canada Studies in Moscow.
Additionally, U.S. Secretary of
hours,' he said. "We expect our Amer
ican partners to provide a concrete re State Hillary Clinton has called the
quest with the quantity and description decision to close Manas Air Base "re
grettable," according to CNN. Mean
of
cargo," Lavrov reported.
Liz Fermon'10
Unfortunately for the U.S., the base while, diplomatic sources say that
closure comes at a critical moment, as the U.S is close to a deal with Uzbek
the new Obama administration istan as part of a back-up plan.
n

O
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In the Russian
mind, there is a win
dow of opportunity
to bargain, and if we
are sitting down to
bargain, we better
have good cards on
our side of the table.
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A Glimpse of Hope for Zimbabwe
by

Victoria Ngare '12
World Staff

a cholera outbreak in the last few
months has hit over 60,000 people and
killed over 3,300.
The new unity government is already
moving to help alleviate the economic
downturn by attempting to lure foreign
investors back into Zimbabwe. Zim
babwe's Deputy Information Minister
Bright Matonga had this to say: "We will
respect property rights; we will respect
the issue of declaration and repatriation
of dividends," he said. "So really we are
inviting people in manufacturing, in
tourism, in farming, in mining."

Africa: Zimbabwe

News Analysis
UST WHEN HOPE SEEMS UNATTAINABLE,

J

it somehow comes closer and closer
ithin reach.
On Friday, Jan. 30, Zimbabweans
caught a glimpse of hope. The parlia
ment passed a constitutional amend
ment creating the post of prime
minister for opposition leader Morgan
-Tsvangirai. He is expected to be signed
into law by Zimbabwe's incumbent
President Robert Mugabe.
When The Cowl last reported on this
ongoing issue, Mugabe's ZANU-PF
party and Tsvangirai's opposition
MDC party had met in South Africa in
an attempt to finally reconcile the is
sues that stood in the way of forming
the unity government. Unfortunately,
that effort came to no avail. As of now,
all the issues still have not been re
solved, but some key concessions have
been made.
The allocation of the different min
istries was a roadblock in the forma
tion of the unity government. One of
the most disputed ministries, the
Home Affairs Ministry, which controls
the police, will be a snared ministry.
Tsvangirai and the MDC opposition
party also sought the release of their
secretary general, Tendai Biti. Biti was
detained last June by the current gov
ernment on charges of treason evi
denced by documents that contained
a plan to overthrow the government
of Robert Mugabe; these documents
were dismissed as fraudulent. He was
also accused of releasing last March's
election results before the official elec
toral body did, due to the fact that it

I'm giving this
marriage a
chance.

Zimbabwe's children.
took over a month for them to release
their results.
Magistrate Olivia Mariga ruled for
his release when she deemed the pros
ecution unprepared to proceed with
the case. She also cited the fact that
Biti's arrest was found to be improper.
Mariga did warn that Biti is not quite
out of the water yet; she pointea out
that prosecutors could still revive the
case by issuing a summons. The MDC
has also called for the release ofiailed
supporters and activists before Tsvan
girai takes office.
One of the main objectives of this
new unity government will be to draw
up a new constitution within the next
12-18 months. But before this can be
done, they must allocate governors and
set up a National Security Council. Ac
cording to BBC's Network Africa Prof;ramme, Zimbabwean political analyst
ohn Makumbe had this to say about
the newly formed unity government:
"I'm giving this marriage a chance, be

cause it has the potential of succeeding
if the people involved realise the hard
ships the people of Zimbabwe are ex
periencing and decide in favour of the
people's welfare."
One can only hope that this will be
the case.
Zimbabwe has been dealing with a
crumbling economy since the early
2000s. In fact, the last figures given for
the inflation rate were in June, 2008, at
231 million percent. Mugabe blames
Zimbabwe's ailing economy on sanc
tions by western nations such as the
U.S. and Britain, sanctions targeting
key members of Mugabe's govern
ment. Zimbabwe's economic woes
were expedited by the government's
policy of ceasing farms owned by
whites starting in 2000. Foreign in
vestors quickly left Zimbabwe, sending
the economy on a downward spiral.
Because of these economic woes,
more than half the population needs
food. To add to the fears of starvation,

Zimbabwean Political Analyst
John Makumbe

Although the official formation of
the unity government is a step-for
ward for Zimbabwe, one must proceed
cautiously. It is still yet to oe seen
whether Mugabe will pull out his old
routine of claiming one thing, and then
doing another. MDC leader Tsvangirai
made a commendable compromise by
conceding to form the unity govern
ment without all of MDC's demands
being met. This decision was met with
severe apprehension, knowing the ac
tions of ZANU-PF in regard to the Sep
tember power-sharing agreement. But
by doing this, Tsvangirai may have just
given Zimbabweans the simplest of
necessities: hope.
Editor's Note: Tsvangirai was sworn in as
prime minister on Wednesday, Feb. 11.

Obama Urges Support for Stimulus
by Jenny Arvanaghi '10
Asst. World Editor

United States
HEN

W

REPORTS

CAME

OUT
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600,000 jobs were lost in the
month of January alone, if became evi
dent something drastic must be done
to save the economy. With 3.6 million
job losses since the beginning of the re
cession in Dec. 2007, and half of those
losses just in the past three months, a
$780 billion economic-stimulus pack
age was drawn up in Washington. Sen
ate Democratic leaders reached an
agreement with a handful of moderate
Republicans late on Friday after five
days of partisan deadlock to support
an $800 billion compromise.
On Tuesday, Feb. 10, the Senate
voted 61 to 37 in favor of the $838
billion economic stimulus bill. It was
voted largely along party lines, with
three Republicans voting to pass the
plan. The bill must now be recon
ciled with the $819 billion House ver
sion of the plan.
The agreement came after Presi
dent Obama held a question and an
swer session on Monday night,
urging for the bill to be passed in
order to quickly bolster the suffering
United States economy.
The package is composed of 42 per
cent tax cuts and 58 percent new gov
ernment spending, accordingto Senator
John Kerry (D-Mass.). The Democrats
had to persuade two Republicans to
vote in favor of the bill in order to gain
the necessary 60 Senate votes. Although
Democrats hold a 58-41 majority, 60
votes are required to ensure the Repub
licans cannot block the bill with a fili
buster.
The details of the legislation were ne
gotiated at an afternoon meeting in the
office of the Senate majority leader
Harry Reid (D-Nev.), involving Reid,
other top Democrats, and two Republi

cans, Susan Collins (Maine), and Arlen
Specter (Penn.). After they came to
terms, the senators brought in White
House Chief of Staff Rahm Emanuel for
his approval. Most Senate Republicans
remain opposed to the measure, criticiz
ing that this type of excessive spending
would not be very beneficial to me econ
omy. Some conservatives indicated
Friday night that they would push for
time to study the new legislation be
fore any final vote.

It is inexcusable and irre
sponsible for any of us to
get bogged down in dis
traction, delay, or politics
as usual while millions of
Americans are being put
out of work. Now is the
time for Congress to act.
President Barack Obama
"We want to stimulate the economy,
not mortgage the future of our children
and grandchildren by the kind of fiscally
profligate spendihg embodied in this
legislation," said Senator John McCain
(R-Ariz.), who is now one of the chief op
ponents of the proposal.
Republicans are clearly not very
happy with the outcome of this package.
When you say this was the best we
could do, I disagree with you," Senator
Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.), said on the
floor of the Senate. "This not remotely
close to what we could have done if we
had sat down in a true bipartisan fashion
and found a better way.'
With the United States in the worst
economic crisis in more than 70 years,
President Obama urged Congress to
pass this economic stimulus plan that
would use hundreds of billons of dol
lars in government money to make up

for a falloff in consumer demand. He
stated, "It is inexcusable and irrespon
sible for any of us to get bogged down
in distraction, delay, or politics as usual
while millions of Americans are being
put out of work. Now is the time for
Congress to act."
It is evident that both Democrats and
Republicans need to join together on
this issue and come up with some sort
of agreement that is best for the United
States. "The American people want us
to work together—they don't want to
see us dividing along partisan lines on
the most serious crisis confronting our
country," stated Collins, concerning the
economic-stimulus package.
According to Obama, this package
will allow Americans to be put to work
saving three million jobs over the next
two years. He has a very positive view
of this plan, stating that it is a "down
payment on the American dream that
serves our children and the children to
come." He also commented on the
need for change, similar to his cam
paign slogan, "Change never begins
from the top down. It begins from the
bottom up; it begins with each and
every one of you?
The bill was passed on Tuesday,and
Obama's cabinet and oversight board
are to ensure the money is wisely di
vided. A Web site will be set up
(www.recovery.gov) that will allow
everyone to be able to see where tax
dollars are actually going. President
Obama is hoping to save jobs in many
communities across the nation, which
includes 16,000 jobs in Maine and
80,000 jobs in Indiana. Immediate tax
relief for the "struggling middle class"
including a tax cut of up to $1,000 for
4.5 million workers is one of the many
objectives the president has for this
stimulus package. Ultimately, he hopes
to achieve the goal of "putting Ameri
cans back to work."
Editor's Note: On Wednesday, Feb. 11,
House and Senate negotiators reached an
agreement on the stimulus package, which
was scaled down to about $789 billion.
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os Angeles artist and Rhode Island
taking a toll on New York
School of Design graduate Shepard
Catholic schools, Mayor Michael Fairey, most notably known for his cre
Bloomberg and Bishop Nicholas A. ation of the red, white, and blue "hope"
DiMarzio of the Diocese of Brooklyn image of Barack Obama, was arrested
have devised a plan to maintain the in- Boston on February 7 on graffiti
quality of education in the city, ac- charges, according to Reuters.
cording to The New York Times.
Fairey, whose image of Obama was a
The proposed plan would allow four prominent symbol of the campaign, is
of the 14 Roman Catholic schools in the being accused of damaging property
area set to close to be changed into pub with graffiti throughout Boston. If he is
lic charter schools in order to maintain found guilty of all charges against him,
class sizes and prevent overcrowding he could face up to three years in prison.
in the area's public schools.
Fairey was in Boston for two weeks
Meanwhile, it would permit parents installing his very first art exhibition at
to continue to send their children to the Institute of Contemporary Art. Ac
schools in Brooklyn and Queens that cording to a statement from the mu
the diocese was forced to mark for clos- seum, the artist was arrested "in
ing amid rising operating costs and a connection with his efforts posting his
downward trend in enrollment. Ele art in various areas around the city."
mentary school tuition in the Brooklyn
His time in Boston was spent con
structing his art exhibition, giving pub
diocese averages at $3,500.
All students currently enrolled will be lic talks, and creating a banner for the
guaranteed seats following the transi side of Boston's City Hall.
tion. The Brooklyn and Queens diocese
Before his arrest, Fairey had made
has the fifth highest Roman Catholic news in recent weeks after The Associated
population in the United States.
Press claimed copyright infringement,
The Diocese is also carefully choos asserting that the photograph used to
ing the schools it will transition, so as create Fairey's Obama image was an AP
not to create competition between photo from 2006. Fairey acknowledged
newly-formed charter schools and that he did use an AP image to create the
Catholic schools which continue to be graphic and the AP has since requested
compensation for its use.
successful in the area.
ITH THE TOUGH ECONOMIC TIMES
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"It was the worst sickening,
pit-of-your-stomach, fallingtnrough-the-floor feeling I've
ever felt in my life.
- CHESLEY "SULLY" SULLENBERGER, pilot of U.S. Airways
Flight 1549, on landing the craft on the Hudson River last month.

by

L
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By Michael Lepri
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Obama Sets New Limits on Executive Pay
complain about the "inordinate"
amount of money that corporate exec
utives make. Economist Thomas Sowell
offers an explanation for why the na
tion's CEOs are paid so heftily. He
writes, "The difference between a top
notch CEO and a second-rate CEO can
be billions of dollars on the bottom
line." He continues, "The money that
can be saved by limiting CEO pay is
chump change comparedto the money
that can be lost because you cannot at
tract top-notch talent."

resident Barack Obama and Treas-

P

ury Secretary Tim Geithner have
recently announced new executive pay
caps limiting senior executive compen
sation to $500,000. This plan has been
instituted to stop firms receiving tax
payer funds through the Troubled As
sets Relief Program (TARP) from using
the money to pay high salaries ana
bonuses. These new guidelines do not
apply to any firms that have already
received government aid, only those
receiving it in the future.
On Wednesday, Feb. 4, Obama spoke
out about his plan, saying, "This is
America. We don't disparage wealth.
We don't begrudge anybody for
achieving success, but what gets peo
ple upset, and rightfully so, are execu
tives being rewarded for failure.
Especially when those rewards are
subsidized by U.S. taxpayers."
Ironically, executives would not
have the opportunity to be rewarded
if the government had allowed them
to fail in the first place. Lucian Bebchuk, director of the Harvard Law
School program on corporate gover much is considered "extraordinary."
Judge Andrew Napolitano, former
nance, praised Obama's plan, stating
that, "The government does have NJ Supreme Court jurist, believes that
every right to look after its interests these caps violate the Constitution. He
wrote in The Wall Street Journal last
as an investor."
There are many, however, who be week that, "The federal government
wants to interfere with private employ
lieve these caps will not be effective.
Graef Crystal, a former executive com ment contracts already entered into
pensation consultant, stated that, "It's and regulate those not yet signed " '
a lot easier to find ways around things
Napolitano further explains that it is
like this [pay cap plan] than it is to in unjust to "deflate" the executive's
vent them in the first place."
worth to investors and it is a violation
of the Fifth Amendment to strip indiExecutive Cap Problems
viduals of "just compensation."
The loopholes in the plan are abun
dant. The firms receiving tax payer
Restrictions on Other Companies
funds can still offer an additional pay
According to Yahoo! News, Obama
based on performance to executives on also plans to "propose long-term re
top of a salary. Other loopholes include strictions on compensation even for
the possibility of providing unlimited companies that don't receive govern
compensation to execs as long as it is ment assistance." One such restraint
disclosed and voted on by shareholders. is only allowing executives restricted
In addition, the pay cap is only rele stock on top of a salary. Restricted
vant to firms that have received "extraor stock is nontransferable until certain
dinary assistance" from the government. conditions, usually performance
The Treasury has yet to explain how based, have been met. He also plans

The Washington Times

to give shareholders more say on
compensation and to hold a Treas
ury-sponsored conference on a long
term overhaul of the issue of
executive compensation.
This plan would go against recent
statements by Republicans who have
insisted that the restrictions should be
limited to companies being bailed out.
For instance, Sen. Richard Shelby
(Ala.), the top Republican on the Sen
ate Banking Committee, explained that
"in ordinary situations where the taxpayers money is not involved, we
shouldn t set executive pay."
It would not, however, be surprising
for this to evolve similarly to the bail
ing out of struggling companies. The
government aid started with the banks
and now has spread to other indus
tries. Executive pay caps could expand
and eventually create limits on other
types of workers' salaries.

Recruiting and Retaining CEOs
Corporate watchdogs never cease to

What gets people
upset—and rightfully
so—are executives
being rewarded for
their failure. Especially
when those rewards
are subsidized by U.S.
taxpayers.
President Barack Obama
As an investor in these bailed-out
companies, the government won't want
to scare away top talent. By limiting the
pay of executives in struggling, tax
payer subsidized companies, the gov
ernment could be limiting its ability to
attract the most talented individuals to
strengthen and rebuild these firms to
which they have given taxpayers'
money.
Sowell's ideas seem to differ from
those of Obama's which called the $18
billion paid out in Wall Street bonuses
this year "outrageous." Bonuses, how
ever, have dropped 44 percent since last
year, the largest percentage drop in
more than 30 years. The bonuses they
lost in 2008 seem to be in line with the
stock market (Dow Jones Industrial Av
erage) which was down 33.8 percent for
the year.
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The Americas
MEXICO: Drug Cartels Creating Police Anxiety
Mexican drug gangs near the United States border
are creating an atmosphere of fear and anxiety for
local police officers.
The gangs are cracking into police radio frequen
cies to issue haunting death threats to cops which
they then carry out. Security forces in the area have
become severely demoralized resulting in a surge
in early retirement.
"I and many of my colleagues are thinking our
time in the force is over," said Olivia Vidal, a Tijuana
policewoman with 15 years in the force. "I have
three kids. Two are at university. I would never let
them follow in my footsteps."
Cartels killed over 530 police in Mexico last year.
Some were corrupt officers who were working for
rival gangs, yet most were murdered for their work
in disbanding the cartels or refusing to turn a blind
eye to drug shipments.
President Felipe Calderon launched an army
crackdown on traffickers in late 2006, resulting in a
staggering increase in violence. The pressure from
the army made the control of drug routes increas
ingly important. Rival cartels have stepped up their
activity in order to protect their way of life.

VENEZUELA: Police, Guard Held in
Synagogue Attack
Seven Venezuelan police officers and four civil
ians have been arrested in connection with an attack
on a synagogue that sparked international criticism,
investigators said on Sunday.
President Hugo Chavez has been accused of en
couraging anti-Semitism in the past. He is a vocal
critic of Israeli foreign policy wrto last month ex
pelled Israel's ambassador over the war in Gaza. In
response to the attack, Chavez responded, "What a
coincidence, the gang leader is a metropolitan police
officer who for the last four years was the personal
bodyguard of the synagogue's rabbi."
Last month, heavily armed men broke into
Venezuela's Tiferet Synagogue, desecrated the
walls with words like "Jews get out," and demol
ished religious objects.
The public prosecutors office said the civilians
detained included at least one security official from
the synagogue and that all had been captured in
raids over the weekend.
"These people were apprehended during raids
carried out between Saturday and the early hours
of Sunday in different parts of Caracas. They will
all be charged by the public prosecutor's office,"
the office said in a statement.
Representatives who met with the World Jewish
Congress last Friday promised renewed vigor in
•stopping anti-Semitic actions before they start.
VENEZUELA: Thousands March Against Chavez
The Caracas city center in Venezuela saw thou
sands of people march in protest of an attempt by
President Hugo Chavez to scrap rules preventing
him from re-election. Opposition forces worry that
this move would erode democracy in Venezuela.
Although the president has been able to rely on
support from the poorer sections of the society,
BBC News reported that the protests and opposi
tion to Chavez has come from many different sec
tors of the Venezuelan society.
Although voters rejected a similar proposal in 2007,
the opinion polls suggest that Mr. Chavez's "yes"
campaign is heading for a victory in next weeks ref
erendum. This would allow all elected officials, in
cluding the president, to seek indefinite reelection.
Chavez recently celebrated 10 years in power,
but under the current rules he would have to step
down in 2012.
"If one were to compare what Venezuela was 10
years ago with what it is today, you would see that
huge changes have begun," Chavez said. "Latin
America is drawing up a new economic and
geopolitical map."

ECUADOR: Correa Expels U.S. Diplomat
Ecuador'spresident Rafael Correa ordered the ex
pulsion of U.S. customs attache Armando Astorga
on Sunday, Feb. 8, accusing him of suspending aid
to Ecuador's anti-drugs program.
While manning a verbal attack on the U.S. diplo
mat on his weekly television program, Correa ar
gued that Astorga tried to make some economic aid
conditional on the U.S. being allowed to choose the
head of Ecuador's anti-narcotics police.
"Mr. Astorga, keep your dirty money, we don’t
need it. We have dignity in this country," Correa said.
According to the BBC, Correa told his foreign
minister to give Astorga two days to pack his suit
case and leave the country, saying, "we are not
going to let anyone treat us as if we were a colony
here." A state department spokesman said the U.S.
ambassador would hold talks with Ecuador's for
eign minister to find out what actions were taken
leading to Correa's announcements.
Correa has clashed with the U.S. on several issues,
most notably refusing to renew the lease on airbases
used by U.S. forces to mount anti-narcotics missions.
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Europe

Week

in
Review

by Ryan McKeon '09
and Kieran Whelan '09

Middle East
ISRAEL: Election Rivals Stalemate
Tzipi Livni and Benjamin Netanyahu, the
leaders of the two main Israeli parties, are cur
rently seeking coalition partners to form a gov
ernment after neither emerged the dear winner
in the elections held on Tuesday, Feb. 10.
The Kadima party won 28 seats, and the
right-wing Likud opposition won 27 seats,
both well short of the 61 seats required to
form a government. According to the BBC, Is
rael's president will begin consultations next
week about which party to ask to form the
new government.
Kadima's Tzipi Livni told supporters at a
victory rally that she was ready to lead the
country. However, Likud's Benjamin Ne
tanyahu said that with God's help, he would
also be ready to lead the next government.
Several analysts have argued that the gains
by right-wing parties could give Netanyahu
a better chance of leading the coalition gov
ernment.
On the basis of the exit polls, several na
tionalist parties including Likud control 65 of
120 seats in the Knesset. Although the Likud
party had a substantial lead in opinion polls
prior to the election, Kadima did close the
gap in the final days. However, several
smaller parties who support Tzipi Livni are
opposed to some of her policies, most no
tably her pledge to exchange land for peace
with the Palestinians.

Asia
SOUTH KOREA: Government Stands Firm
Against Threats from North
Recently, South Korea stated it will not back
down from threats. South Korea's president
said on Monday, Feb. 9, that he has no intention
of backing down to North Korea, which has
threatened the testing of its long-range missiles
and the reducing of South Korea to ashes.
Analysts do not believe a conflict is immi
nent, but the threat was aimed at grabbing
the attention of new U.S. President Barack
Obama.
"Our government is always ready to sit
and talk with North Korea on any issue. But
we're not going to rush, because I believe
what's important in inter-Korean relations is
having unwavering and firm principles,"
South Korean President Lee Myung-bak said
in a radio announcement.
North Korea's Taepodong-2 missile, which
it intends to test, has the capability of hitting
a U.S. territory. According to the commander
of U.S. Forces, Korea said on Monday the
28,000 U.S. troops in South Korea and the
670,000-strong South Korean military were
well prepared to meet any missile threat.
"We work very hard to be able to very rap
idly take both the long-range, the shortrange, all of the missile systems and the
artillery and be able to destroy them if we
ever had to go to war," General Walter Sharp
told foreign reporters.
"We call on North Korea rather than focus
ing on ballistic missile technology to instead
put their efforts to focusing on denucleariza
tion in a verifiable manner," said Sharp.
The North's official media said it was act
ing in response to what it saw as a U.S. mil
itary threat, adding: "Our people want peace,
but are not afraid of war."

SCOTLAND: Chancellor Warns RBS
Over Excessive Bonuses
Chancellor of the Exchequer Alistair Darling has
told the Royal Bank of Scotland that failures
should not be rewarded with huge bonuses, al
though he believes that he cannot rule out pay
outs for some staff members.
According to the BBC, Darling said that "no fig
ure has been agreed on," but he did tell RBS that no
one associated with losses should be rewarded.
The statements were made as the recent reports
put the potential total bonus figure at nearly one
billion euros for the company's 177,000 staff.
The treasury has ordered an inquiry into bank
management, and the review will be led by former
City Regulator Sir David Walker.
Walker is a former executive director of the Bank
of England and former chairman of the Securities
and Investments Board, and is currently a senior
advisor at Morgan Stanley International.
BBC business editor Robert Peston reported that
"the Chancellor feels he has the right to limit
bonuses and set conditions on pay at any bank ...
since they've all received exceptional loans from
taxpayers over the past few months."

SWEDEN: Police Racism Under
Independent Investigation
According to the BBC, Sweden's police chief has
promised to conduct an independent inquiry after
several officers playing criminals and suspects on
a training exercise adopted racist names.
Police Commissioner Bengt Svensson said
that the behavior of the approximately 50
members of the course in Malmo, located in
southern Sweden, was unacceptable.
"This is totally reprehensible," he said.
The police chief told the media that he was going
to appoint an independent group of people to in
vestigate and help the police officers involved to
work on their values.
Last week, Sweden's chief prosecutor opted not
to press charges against three police officers from
the same region, Skaane, who were also caught on
police video using racist insults during ; riot in a
predominantly immigrant neighborhood
Swedish Justice Minister Beatrice Ask told the
media that she was "very concerned and upset" at
the reports of police racism.

Africa
MADAGASCAR: Despite Killings,
Protests Continue
There will be more protests against Madagas
car's President Marc Ravalomanana despite the
killing of at least 28 anti-government demonstra
tors. Police forces stand guard on the streets
where last Saturday, riot police and thousands of
demonstrators clashed.
The main hospital in Antananarivo, capital of
the Indian Ocean island, was crowded with hun
dreds of wounded supporters of opposition
leader Andry Rajoelina, who was deposed as the
capital's mayor last week.
"I condemn you Mr. Ravalomanana. Was there a
life in the palace to protect? Did the defense of
these offices require the spilling of all this blood?"
Rajoelina said in a statement on Sunday.
He said the fight would continue until the "final
victoiy" and called for those responsible for the
shootings to be arrested.
"Up to now we count 28 dead and 212 injured in
the capital's three main hospitals," police com
mander Lala Rakotonirina told reporters.
Some 128 people have.died in two weeks of civil
unrest stoked by a power struggle between Raval
omanana and Rajoelina.

ZIMBABWE: Cholera Case Still On the Rise
U. N. figures have shown that the number of peo
ple suffering from cholera in Zimbabwe has risen to
more than 69,000 cases. The number has put pres
sure on leaders to provide a unified front against
the humanitarian crisis.
The World Health Organization said the epidemic
has killed 3,397 people out of 69,317 cases since Au
gust, the deadliest outbreak in Africa in 15 years.
Leaders are calling for a unified government to
better handle the outbreak, dissension has only
made the problem worse.
Zimbabwe's health system has collapsed under
an economic crisis that has left eight in 10 people
out of employment in the once prosperous country.
Poor medical facilities and sanitation have helped
spread the cholera.
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MAINSTAGE
WAITING FOR LEFTY
by Clifford Odets

Live music from
Shady Grove!

Irish Step
Dancers!

Friday, 2/13
8:00pm
McPhail's

Feb. 6-8 & Feb 13-15

URINETOWN
Music & Lyrics by Mark Hollman
Book and Lyrics by Greg Kotis

Student

PRODUCTIONS
BABY WITH THE BATHWATER
by Christopher Durang
SPRING DANCE CONCERT
Student Choreography Showcase

Homecoming Weekend 20,0
February 20 • 22
A night of comedyJoel
with
Mchale

Spend a month in China this summer
and get three credits for it!
Students Interested in taking a two-week course at the University of Jilin,
and experiencing the culture of China while visiting
Beijing, Shanghai, the Great Wall....

Info Session
Tuesday, February 17th
Slavin G 1 (Soft Lounge) 4 p.m.
(or contact the Center for International Studies)

Saturday, 2/21 at 8:00 pm, MullangM [Gym
$10 per PC student Special one-time sale - Feb 2-6th fix are $5!
Tickets can be purchased in MaffijniHall or BOP Office, M-F, 8:30-4:30 p.m.
$20 per general ticket: www.prjwijffence.edu/alumni/homeconiing2009,
$25 at the door

Habitat For Humanity

Alumni-Student
Spring Career Night

Spring Break
Habitat

for Humanity'

March 7th-March 15th

Habitat for Humanity needs drivers for
Spring Break! If you are 21 older with a
valid license, please contact
Sarah Bidinger(sbidinge@providence.edu).
It's a great chance to build, meet
friends, and drive a 12 passenger van!

Monday, March 2 | 6:00 PM—8:00 PM |

'64 Hall

Join us for our annual networking night. This event is a
great chance to speak with ALUMNI about careers while
getting advice on how you can prepare for YOUR future!
Visit WWW.PROVIDENCE.EDU/CAREER to register!
Sponsored by The Office of Career Services,
The Office of Alumni Relations & The Mai Brown Club

BATTLE OF THE BRAINS 2009
formally known as the college bowl
February 2nd - March 13th

Team Sign-ups

Any team wishing to sign up must do so in the S.A.I.L. Office, Slavin Center
Room 104. Teams must consist of at least 3 members (4 is standard, 5 is
acceptable with one member as a back-up). 1 come, 11 serve! Sign up
NOW! We always have a waiting list!

Providence College Tournament
Slavin Center

Saturday, Feb. 14th

9:00pm
" McPhail’s

Saturday, March 21st
Noon - 6pm

Between 16 and 24 teams will compete throughout the Slavin Center for the
campus championship. Tell your friends to come! Bring your family (parents
LOVE this stuff!). It's a fun afternoon and you’ll be surprised at just how much
stuff you know!

QUESTIONS?
CALL THE BATTLE OF THE BRAINS
HOTLINE AT X2211
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What do you think about A-Rod's
steroid use?

"Go big or go home."
Rick Treleaven'09, Justin Federico 'll

"Just another Yankee using steroids."
Mark Twohig '09, Matt Poyton '09

"They may have big muscles but they have small..."
Beth Ann Myers 'll, Pete Van Name '11,

"He must have cycled off every October."
Dan O'Reilly '11, Shaun Dooley '09

"It's a disgrace to the great American pastime."
Katie Kennedy '11

"It happens."
-Mark McGwire and Marion Jones

The Cowl
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Economic Woes Take the Stage

by

Alison DeNisco '11
A&E Staff

Considering the economic crisis the
U.S. has found itself in as of late, the
Depression-era Waiting for Lefty was a
timely selection for PC's spring main
stage drama, performed in the Angell
Blackfriars Theater in the Smith Center
for the Arts. Written by Clifford Odets
and directed by John Garrity, Lefty is a
short but powerful play with a strong
political message.
Instead of a simple performance of
the play, the audience was first treated
to a musical concert comprised of
Depression-era songs. The music, rang
ing in theme from bitter lamentation to
exuberant defiance, set the stage for the
harsh realities of the time period, which
were later expanded upon in Lefty. Each
vocalist performed impressively in a
different style that remained true to the
1930s experience. Vocal coach David
Harper clearly knew the material and
how to evoke the sound of the
Depression from the actors.
The band featured guitarists David
Rabinow (also the musical director of
the show), Derek Knox '11, and Alex
Fiedler '11. Brittany Kolodziej '10 joined
in on the fiddle and Ken Carberry '12 on
the harmonica, whose talents both
worked to further the old-time, 1930s
feel. Also playing was Craig Schutz '09,
alternating between the guitar and
banjo, and Cat McDonnell '11 on guitar.
Waiting for Lefty is set in a 1935 union
hall in New York City. Several taxi driv
ers in a union have joined together to
express their desire to strike for fair
wages and better working hours and
conditions, which union leader Harry
Fatt (Justin Pimentel '10) warns them
against. The elected chairman, Lefty, is
missing in action, but the members of
the committee decide to speak and
. share their stories.

•

MARY PELLETIER'09/The Cowl

Depression era musical, Waiting for Lefty, takes the main stage at the Blackfriars
Theater from February 6-15 in the Smith Center for the Arts.
From this point on, the play is com
posed of seven different vignettes, con
nected by the themes of economic hard
ship. We first meet Joe (Ted Boyce-Smith
'll), a struggling taxi driver. Joe's wife
Edna (Suzanne Keyes '10) urges him to
stand up to his boss and strike for more
pay since they can barely afford to feed
their- children. Next we encounter
Fayette (Schutz), a man offering to pay
lab assistant Ms. Miller (Sarah Elizabeth
Bedard '09) a substantial amount to
work on apoisonous gas for chemical
warfare. There is a young couple
(Elizabeth McNamara '11 and Collin
Kennedy '12) whose economic circum
stances are hindering their efforts at
romance and marriage.
A labor spy (Michaela McDonald '10)
is found in the union, attempting to shut
down the organization in which her
own sister (Julia Tully '12) plays a part.
An actor (Fielder) must get past a
quirky stage manager (McDonnell) in
order to unsuccessfully convince the
wealthy producer, Grady, (Patrick

Knight 'll) of his talents. The talented
Dr. Benjamin (Sarah Ratcliffe '10) is
fired by Dr. Barnes (Devin T. Driscoll
'08) because of her Jewish heritage. And
finally the outraged Agate's (Brett
Epstein '09) call for strike brings the
audience along with the union mem
bers to their breaking point, after having
witnessed
so
much
strife
and corruption.
Each scene gave a different perspec
tive on the horrors of the decade. I espe
cially enjoyed those issues involving the
couples and the depiction of a difficult
reality: that the love-conquers-all men
tality is not always a reliable one.
Ratcliffe and Epstein also gave particu
larly
impassioned
performances.
Lighting designer Tim Cryan expertly
matched Lefty's lighting with the the
matic elements, which, was particularly
important in creating certain moods
during the musical concert portion of
the show. David Cabral's costumes
were very appropriate for the era, cap
turing the lack of luxury in their mun

dane cuts and drab colors.
One thing that I have come to antici
pate from PC productions is the unique
staging, and Lefty didn't disappoint.
Katryne Hecht's scenic design involved
a large raised wooden platform on
which most of the action took place.
During the first concert song, a series of
black and white television clips from the
1930s were projected down onto the
platform, an innovative effect that
provided an entrance into the culture
of the time.
A balcony section included on-stage
audience seating to the left and right,
placing part of the audience right into
the union hall strike. The cast remained
on stage in the shadows throughout the
show, while the main action was taking
place on the platform.
One of the less-than-perfect aspects of
the play was the sound; at times it was
difficult to understand certain actors
with the combination of their heavy
New York accents, the background
instruments, and the few microphones
used. The large number of people on the
stage was sometimes distracting to the
main action. But overall, the perform
ance ran smoothly, with some of the
most passionate scenes I've witnessed
in any PC production.
Lefty closes on the powerful note of
change—obviously resounding
in
today's political environment This rele
vant and well-acted show is definitely *
worth your while.

GRADE: AWaiting for Lefty runs through this
weekend, with shows Friday and
Saturday at 8 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Tickets are $5 for students.

Where Dreams LIE
by John Mango '10
Asst. A&E Editor

I've seen magic. I don't believe in it, it's
hard to believe it was even there. But it
was, and I saw it. Because Coraline is
nothing less than that: magic. You see it
takes file swirling chaos of the dream
world that Coraline's writer Neil Gaiman
(American Gods) sinks his fangs into for
untouched treasure time after time (the
phenomenal Sandman series is a shining
example) and weaves its bizarre images
and hallucinatory fevers into tales of
power and imagination. And they're
always creepy, though it seems as if the
only good children's movies are the
creepy ones. The Nightmare Before
Christmas, also by director Henry Selick,
was filmed in a similar stop motion ani
mation style, and was almost as good as
Coraline). Maybe it's because they hint at
those adult neuroses that lurk around the
comer of puberty, when imaginary
friends and tales inflated full of fan
tasy do nothing but drive you deep
er into despair.
Or maybe it's
because I just have a thing for weird
stuff. And Coraline is quite weird,
equally as covered in shadow, fog,
and things that bump and bite in the
night as Guillermo Del Toro's fantas
tical Pan's Labyrinth. Coraline fea
tures a similar little girl as the lead
ing lady, full of wit and gumption,

only now she has the generation-X,
/uno-esque tartness we've (more likely
I've) come to love.
But Coraline transcends gender bound
aries as our main character of the same
name has just the right amount of lit
tle-boy-weirdness; she's not afraid of
getting dirty, in fact she longs to play
in the rain and the mud and her par
ents' untouched garden for most of
the movie. She's quite endearing.
It starts out with a move, like many kid
movie greats (Sandlot, Toy Story) immedi
ately giving us that void of uprootedness. She's lost in her own imagination
without any sort of familiarity with her
new haunted house, and her parents cer
tainly don't provide any structure as they
both play the part of the disgruntled
writer (the mother more so than the
father, and just an ounce more vitriolic).
But when there's nothing to do you can
always explore. And she does, and it
leads her to a bottomless well, a reluc
tantly acquired (boy)friend, a mangy cat,
an oddly familiar doll, and a case of poi
son oak. I don't want to say much more
because the soft surprise of the scenes is
one of the many delights of the film.
I was lucky enough to see it in 3-D,
dorky glasses and all (which unfortu
nately did a lot to fill out my Weezerish -

Coral ine crawls through a cacophonous tunnel to a world where everything is
exactly opposite and nothing is as it seems. Directed by Henry Sei ick and written
by Neil Gaiman, this story woos as it wanders and del ights in its del irium.
single-college-aged-nerd motif), but
luckily the film didn't become mired in
objects screaming out in an attempt at
some sort of cheap pants-pissing thrill
like those painful Disney shows. It was,
however, immensely effective as a tool of
immersion. Every rush, every extension,
every movement in every landscape was
something to be discovered and held. If
nothing else it's a pretty good reason to
see it in theaters rather than wait for the

old BIu Ray to hit the stands.
I wish I could impart just how unbe
lievable this film (yes, film, I'm preten
tious enough to call it that and it's good
enough to deserve the title) is. It's a
world you've never seen, or imagined, or
dreamed of imagining, and it's all so vis
ceral. I want to go back. I'm going to go
back. There's so much more to explore.
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Scrubs Makes
The Transition to

Looking for Love in
All the Wrong Places
Nahuel Fanjul ’11 Advises against Turning to VH1 During the Valentine Season.
by

by

Neil Andrew Francisco '10
A&E Staff

Life at a hospital seems overly dra
matic at times. Sometimes doctors and
nurses deal with the drama of a
patient, empathizing with their pain
and sorrow. As we have seen from
shows like Grey's Anatomy, television
also likes to draw in the drama
between co-workers. This of course
would work for any office, but for
some reason, a hospital is a good place
to find drama. In 2001, NBC debuted
the wonderful comedy-drama about
life at Sacred Heart Hospital. I am, of
course, talking about Scrubs.
For the past eight years, Scrubs has
seen a lot of dramatic moments. Some
of these include, but are not limited to,
J.D and Elliot getting together, Carla
and Turk getting married, Dr. Cox and
Jordan getting divorced and remar
ried, etc. Thanks to the incredible noto
riety of comedy that NBC brings,
Scrubs has become known as one of
the primetime heavy hitters in the
laugh department.
Last May, however, the show looked
to be on its way out. Dr. Kelso was
finally stepping down as chief of med
icine, it looked like J.D. and Elliot
were going to finally just be in love,
and it seemed as if eight seasons were
enough for this great show. On Jan. 8,
however, Scrubs returned to the
primetime television market, but
made the move from the National
Broadcasting
Company
to
the
American Broadcasting Company.
The move to ABC has been a little
different. Bill Lawrence, the show's
creator and producer, is working on a
smaller budget. As a result of this
change, each of the main characters
will not appear in two of the episodes
this season. Also, Lawrence usually
has a large staff of writers to provide
plenty of laughs and dramatic
moments, but instead has split the staff
into two groups. One group will take
the first nine episodes while the sec
ond group will be taking the rest. Also,
for the time being, they will play two
episodes on Tuesday nights, as
opposed to once a~week. Getting two
episodes is great because you don't
have to wait to see what happens next
after that first one. You do, however,
have to wait after the second, which is
the downside, but hey, you probably
still have some tough reading to do, so
maybe it's a blessing in disguise.
These changes have not brought too
much change to the content of the
show. The show is still just as funny as
it has been for the past eight years. I
found myself enjoying this season as
much as I have in the past. Look at the
different things that have evolved— the
interns are completely different from
the past few years, there's a new chief
of medicine, and even Ted has found
some romance.
With all of this, it is important to
bask in the glory that is Scrubs while it
is still around. Star Zach Braff and
director Bill Lawrence have both said
that this will be their last seasons with
the show. The dynamic that these two
bring to the table is irreplaceable and
the show would undoubtedly be com
pletely different without them.
Overall, the transition to ABC has
been a great one. The show is basically
the same, the cast and crew achieve the
same comedic atmosphere. In an arti
cle for TV Guide, however, Donald
Faizon, who plays Dr. Christopher
Turk, stated that he loves the promo
tions the show is getting, which could
be nothing but beneficial to the show's
fan base. If you weren't a fan of Scrubs
before, it's not too late.

15 The Cowl

Naeiuel Fanjul '11
A&E Staff

As we all know, Valentine's Day is this
weekend. Friday, Saturday, or maybe
Sunday — I don't remember. But still,
there is nothing better than to share some
love on this day. Of course, there are
some bad places to look for love: 8:30 Civ
class, Clubbie's, and the worst place of
all, on TV. I guess celebrities still have
not gotten this memo: "Celebs" like
Christopher Knight (Peter Brady) and
Ray J (who?), and even everyday people
still go on television trying to find the
love they have always desired. I guess
I'm not one to judge what celebs, tools,
and skanks do these days. But hey - if
they are going to stick it in front of my
face on TV, then I feel like I have nothing
else to do but judge.

Tool Academy:
Girlfriends have always complained
about their boyfriends, but it doesn't get
better than the tools on VHl's Tool
Academy. These girls have tricked their
boys into coming onto a show they
believed was a "Mr. Awesome
Competition." But later the men realized
that they are on a month-long schooling
trip to become better boyfriends.
During this hour-long show (on at
10:00 p.m. on Sunday nights), we
encounter every kind of tool: the
power tool, the party tool, the loud
mouthed tool, the player tool, and
many more. This is the most entertain
ing show on TV right now.
Let me paint you a picture with my
imaginary brush: a certain loud-mouth
tool is brought to the show by a girl
friend (let's call her Jaimee). Jaimee soon
leaves the show because the aforemen
tioned tool's real girlfriend of six years,
Aida, comes to the show and reveals his
behind-the-back dating. TOOL!
There are fights, there are tool tattoos,
there are perfectly styled haircuts, and of
course a psychologist showing them all
how horrible they are as boyfriends. The
winning couple wins $100,000 and I
guess they fix their relationships. But
come on, they are all huge tools!

Rock of Love Bus with Bret Michaels 3:
What better show to follow up a
bunch of Bros than an hour-long skank-
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The bros in al I their testosterone-pumping glory as they I ine up for a glamour shot.
fest? Singer of the old glam-rock band
Poison is looking for love... again. We all
thought that two seasons were enough
for Bret, but I guess he didn't find real
love. What a surprise.
This season, he has hand picked a
group of girls with the smallest clothing
and the biggest hearts (well, that's why
their chests are so big, right?). The girls
follow him in tour buses while he finish
es his solo tour. Every episode is the
same: partying, heavily intoxicated girls,
and a lot of hooking up.
This show's contestants include a Paris
Hilton wannabe named Ashley, an
almost transsexual-looking "girl" named
Natasha, and a Brazilian girl named
Marcia who seems to love alcohol a little
more than she loves Bret. With these
girls, and about 17 more, how could this
show not be addicting?
It is unfathomable to me how
Michaels did not find love during his
last season, but the girls in this season
are just so perfect, I'm sure that he will
finally find the right girl that he can
take home to watch over his two
daughters while he is on tour.

Bromance:
If you are planning on spending V-day
with the guys instead of a certain bitty,
then MTV's Bromance is the show for you.
The show follows The Hills "star" Brody
Jenner as he tries to find a new best
friend. The guys compete in ridiculous
games, and one-by-one they get elimi
nated and lose the chance to become

Brody's BFF. The winner also gets a rentfree penthouse in L.A. for a year and a
new Toyota Scion. There are guest
appearances from characters on The Hills
(how much can they really squeeze out
of such a mediocre show?), there were
countless clips shown of E!'s The Soup
(yay Joel McHale at PC), and way too
much homoerotic tension between
Brody and his boys.
The season ended last week. But don't
worry, I won't ruin the ending because
we all know MTV. You will see repeats of
this show for several more months. You
can even go to MTV's Web site and
watch the episodes on the special
Bromande site.

I Love Money 2:
Hey, if you don't want to love someone
else, why not love money? The contest
ants are all post-reality TV rejects who
gave up the search for "love" and are just
going for the gold. People from Flavor of
Love, I Love Hew York, Rock of Love, and
some all-stars from the first season of 1
Love Money are all competing for
$250,000.
Cast includes some favorites like
Tailor Made, Frank the Entertainer (who
is 34 years old and needs the money to
move out of his parentis basement), Tweed, Buddha, Angelique, and Milf...
what could go wrong with such a lively
bunch like this?
The series just got started two
weeks ago, so it's not too late to tune
in and get hooked.

Finer Brews In Life
Rapscall ion

C.W. Tompkins ’09
Asst. A&E Editor

by

The folks at Rapscallion Brewery in
Milford, N.H. pride themselves on
being a local brewery - not a domestic
or microbrew house, but a brewery
only for those lucky enough to live (or
at least drink) in New England.
Their trademarked motto, which is
proudly displayed on the Rapscallion
Web site, reads, "Reducing our
dependency on foreign ale one pint at a
time." This is a very poignant quip that
has an important environmental mes
sage embedded within it. This modest
little beer represents a solution to the
growing problem of "food miles" in
this country. They don't sell to estab
lishments outside of New England and
it isn't their ambition to do so. It is
important to the company that they
stay eco-friendly without ruining the
freshness and integrity of their prod
uct. Oh, and the beer is pretty good too.
The Rapscallion Honey Ale is a
moderately sweet beer. From the tap it
is usually poured into a large snifter

glass, which I don't particularly enjoy.
I would rather have a brew in a nice
big pint glass. Luckily, if you frequent
Cafe Four Twelve, that is exactly what
you'll get. The appearance is a light
brown with a small ivory head that
dissipates quickly. This American Pale
Ale has a pretty fantastic aroma. There
are some butterscotch notes and it
smells more like something from
which you would get a sugar high.
However, upon drinking it, you will
notice the infusion of wildflower
honey does not overpower it with
sweetness. It is subtle and drinkable,
the perfect light session beer.

What you are met with in this brew
is a moderately full and flavorful beer
that is unassuming. It won't make you
go "wow," but in this case that's a good
thing. It's almost a relaxing flavor, com
parable to a sleepy-time tea. One could
easily drink many of these without get
ting sick of them. They aren't going to
weigh you down too much either. And
most importantly, it's not as girly as it
sounds. The hops and yeasty finish let
you know you're drinking a beer.
If you enjoy this choice I suggest
checking out the Premier, which is bet
ter but not produced currently in high
volume. The brewery is trying to grad
ually bring old favorites back from the
chopping block. After a couple of man
agement changes in the past some
great choices got cut. However, The
Squealing Pig on Mission Hill in
Boston still carries most of them and on
Monday nights Rapscallion sponsors a
Kung Fu movie night beginning at
10:00 p.m. So, after taking your special
someone out on Saturday, guilt her into
watching Kung Fu with you in Boston.
You deserve it.
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CEOs Get
Bonus Caps
From Feds
Andrew Sparks '09
Commentary Staff

by

The latest news coming out of the
government bailout debacle came last
week when President Obama claimed
a $500,000 cap on senior executive
compensation in those
companies that receive
SOCIETY
bailout money. As The
New York Times reports,
this last move is an attempt to make
top executives more accountable to
taxpayers. While this latest move com
bines two very suspicious elements—
big business and big government—
ultimately it is justified.
While executive pay bonuses have
almost always been outrageous, in the
past most of them were justified to a
certain extent. That is because execu
tives in the past oversaw successful
and profitable businesses. Whether or
not they were personally responsible
for that growth is another question, but
on a fundamental level it makes much
more sense than what we are seeing
now. Given the economic climate and
the supposed need for widespread
government bailouts, the current
behavior and mindset of these top
executives is truly mind boggling.
In the past, at least, each of these com
panies was succesful and growing
steadily.
Against
this
backdrop
American corporate culture could toler
ate the huge bonuses to which executives
had grown accustomed. Now, however,
these executives still expect them even as
their companies are fighting to stay alive.
What is most troubling about their
behavior is the unapologetic way in
which they maintain these expecta
tions. For one thing, these executives
have overseen some of the worst losses
in their companies' histories. Again, in
some cases it is unclear to what extent
the executives could have stemmed the
losses, but such is the nature of corpo
rate culture: When the times are good
executive members reap incredible
personal benefits. So too when the
times are bad these executives ulti
mately bear the blame. Essentially,
then, what they are doing now is ask
ing for bonuses and compensations for
poor business practice, since ultimately
they are responsible for company poli
cy and performance.
Moreover, the fact that many of these
companies are now receiving taxpayer
money to keep afloat makes matters that
much worse. What made the bailouts so
bad to begin with is the fact that they
reward bad business practices. It comes
as no surprise, then, that these compa
nies are spending the bailout money in
obscure—if not blatently unethical—
ways. For example, there was the
$440,000 private AIG retreat last fall at a
California resort—done after they
received public bailout money. Now
Citigroup Bank is attempting to pay $400
million to put its name on a stadium.
Clearly, the government should have
forseen this kind of behavior.
At least in this latest move, then,
President Obama is curbing some irre
sponsible corporate behavior, but there
is still much more that needs to be done
before these companies are truly held
accountable to the average taxpayer. o
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The V Stands for Voluntarism
Moving past the Monologues to a dialogue about the real issues at stake
by Jeremiah Begley '10
Commentary Staff

CAMPUS

If one searches for the phrase
"Vagina Monologues" on The Cowl's
Web site, the slow but steady server
soon sends back no fewer than 67 arti
cles which touch upon this topic. The
sheer volume of verbiage devoted to
vaginas over the years in these pages is
overwhelming. Those currently at
odds —some whining, others gloat
ing—may be surprised to note that
their arguments have been appearing
annually in The Cowl since 2002. Every
year, those on both sides of the issue
resolve to address the real problems:
sexual assault and violence against
women. Every year, individuals pledge
to stop bickering and "further the dia
logue" about these issues. And every
year, February rolls around and we're
back in the trenches.
Ultimately, we can all agree about
two realities in this controversy: 1)
Violence against women happens, it
happens here at Providence College,
and this is an awful state of affairs
that we must address; and 2) The
Vagina Monologues will not be per
formed on campus during Rev. Brian
J. Shanley, O.P.'s tenure in office. The
common ground, however, ends
there. The Vagina Monologues debate
serves as a proxy for—and a huge dis
traction from —the far more impor
tant discussion of the root causes of
sexual violence.
We are allowing ourselves to argue
about a conclusion from two complete
ly different sets of premises, and this
cannot continue. Simply dismissing
premises borne out by revealed truth
and millennia of experience, the major
ity of the "Mono-maniacs" who sup
port Eve Ensler's vision preach dogma
tism far more ossified than Church
doctrine and infinitely more pernicious
than any perceived clerical impinge
ment of free speech: the morality of

consent. For many of these people,
there are no inherently good or bad
acts, there are only willed and
unwilled actions. Faced with an obvi
ous and undeniably vile atrocity like
rape, these persons rationalize their
natural moral opposition to it: rape is
an immediate and brutal act of contra
vening another person's will. This is
how many of our campus nihilists,
who reject claims to moral truth in vir
tually every other sphere up to and
including the sexual, can be genuinely
and fervently passionate about the
cause of ending rape and violence
against women. When God goes out
the window, His attributes are trans
ferred to the next available object that
seems sacred and worthy of reverence:
the human will. Many of the leaders in
The Vagina Monologues and Women Will
are not just volunteerists, they are vol
untarists as well.

All too many males on
this campus enjoy the
female vagina exactly the way
its eponymous Monologues
have been ever since 2006:
late at night, off campus,
and against the teachings of
the Cathol ic Church.
These groups have done a tremendous
job changing the popular perception of
sexual assault on this campus. While
most people tend to think of rape in
terms of the scary stranger leaping from
the bushes with a knife, events such as
S.A.V.E. week have taught us that the
vast majority of rape victims know their
attacker, one in three assailants are intox
icated, and that for college students like
us, most sexual assaults take place in the
context of a "hookup" or similar sexual
situation. We have been taught well that
consent to one act does not by any means
give carte blanche for everything else.
The trouble is, the public perception
of sexual assault is starting to sound
more and more similar to the under

graduate perception of "consensual
sex." When alcohol gets thrown into
the mix, the lines get blurry, and the
golden calf of consent becomes
increasingly less lustrous. Saying that a
young lady should be able to socialize
and walk about the campus at night
without being sexually assaulted is
absolutely and importantly true.
Saying that a girl ought to be able to
get blackout drunk, put on a four-inch
skirt and five-inch heels, and spend the
single-digit hours of the morning tot
tering up and down Eaton Street and
its environs without any fear of the
untoward advances of similarly sloppy
young males is also true, but-raises the
question of whether going after effi
cient causes is the only way to combat
sexual assault.
By no means am I suggesting that
drunk girls dressed in a certain way
who end up getting raped "have it
coming to them"—not in the slightest.
I am also aware that Ensler's greatest
hit contains a monologue, "My Short
Skirt," which addresses this very issue.
But the real "truth nobody wants to
talk about" is this: the society that cre
ates over 250,000 victims of sexual
assault every year is inextricably, unde
niably, and irredeemably bound up
with the ethic of sexual license and
promiscuity. To abhor the former while
affirming the latter is not only non
Christian, it is nonsensical. All too
many males on this campus enjoy the
female vagina exactly the way its
eponymous Monologues have been
ever since 2006: late at night, off cam
pus, and against the teachings of the
Catholic Church. We must fight tire
lessly against the violation of women
in all its forms, but this fight is futile
and meaningless without a commit
ment to sexual self-restraint. We must
create—each of us, carrying out the
sacred duty of stewardship of our bod
ies—a culture of modesty, of chastity,
and of true love, which affirms the fun
damentally sacramental nature of sex
by saving it for a time when it can be
enjoyed in all its fullness.

Policies are No Good Without 24/7 Space
by Jackie Kramer '10
Commentary Editor

CAMPUS
First it was the alcohol policy; a
new ban on hard alcohol and a limit
of beers allowed was introduced on
campus in late August. This ridicu
lous policy effectively maintained the
status quo for underage drinkers
while changing the rules for only 21year-old juniors and seniors. It limits
the amount of alcohol they are, by
law, otherwise allowed to possess. It
creates an environment in which
even legal adults have to be sneaky
about their drinks, or consume alco
hol alone in their bedrooms (if any
non 21-year-olds are present). Can
we say encouraging alcoholism?
Of course, underage students who
get caught with any type of alcohol in
any amount still face the same pun
ishment as they did last year—the
same punishment legal 21-year-olds
would face. And they say this policy
is to curb underage binge drinking.
Next came the shift in the orienta
tion schedule—again, an effort to

curb illegal drinking. Unfortunately, I
feel the administration overlooked
the fact that sticking 1,000 underage,
inexperienced freshmen together on
campus at the same time is probably
going to have the complete opposite
effect. It does not matter if you stick
them together in late August instead
of early September; wide-eyed fresh
men will drink the first time they
experience
the
freedom
of
Providence College.

Sure, there is going
to be an additional 7,000
square feet added, but
no amount of footage
could help this campus if
its funct ion is to serve as
a crystal palace rather
than a functional space
for students.
Now the administration has intro
duced new policies for college
events—dances, parties, holidays.
Not only do many of us have to
endure "club nights" in the most
exclusive
club
in
Providence

(Peterson Recreation Center) from
now on, but the regulations for
arriving have changed. Now, accord
ing to when you bought your ticket
to an event, half of the ticket-holders
must arrive before 8:45 p.m. and the
other half before 9:30 p.m. This,
somehow, is supposed to make
things safer. I'm not quite sure how
though; perhaps by not crossing
people in the doorway waiting to get
into Club Peterson? And yet, by 9:30
p.m. all those same people will be
filtered into the field house anyway.
If someone wants to fight, they will
fight, whether it's in a crowded
lobby or an airy rec center. Again, it
seems the administration has over
looked this fact.
The solution is not harsher rules or
changed timetables. In fact, the solu
tion to underage drinking on campus
is the abolition of one rule in particu
lar: parietals. What the school needs
is a 24-hour space (or spaces) where
people can hang out neutrally; not a
24-hour study lounge, a 24-hour stu
dent center with couches, TVs,
games, and a food court. There is
nowhere a girl can go to hang out
with her friends, some of whom may
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The New "Faces" of
PC Men's Basketball
by

Michael Pettinari '09
Commentary Staff
CAMPUS

I first met the goal-oriented James
Emeigh in the late summer of 2005 when
we were both just long-haired little fresh
men living in McDermott Hall. Mark
Twohig, on the other hand, is a phenom.
I don't know if anyone knows when they
first met Twig, as he'd later come to be
known. The only thing that I could really
say about James, other than the fact that
he was incredibly goal-oriented,.was that
he was good friends from home with one
of my roommates. Twig was, well, just
that tall, skinny kid that lived next door
to us. He had this roommate from Staten
Island that no one really liked. (I wonder
where that kid is now.) However, I
digress. Little did the rest of us know that
two of our best friends would soon
become the faces of the Providence
College Men's Basketball Team.
PHOTO COURTESYOF KAYLA BOSCO ’10

It's a little known fact that I was actu
ally present when Twig came up with
the idea of dressing in full-bodied black
and white spandex suits for the upcom
ing basketball game. If I remember cor
rectly, the conversation went something
like this: "Dude, we should dress up in
full bodied black and white spandex
suits for the basketball game." But it
was late, and we were on the softball
field, so we dismissed Twig's ideas like
the ramblings of the village idiot.
However, there was something in
James' eyes. It was like freshman year all
over again; the oh-so-familiar goal-orientated-ness shown through. At first, I
thought his eyes were just irritated from
the rag-weed pollen that is so typical of
early fall. I offered him some eye drops,
but he kindly declined.
Spandex suits were ordered from an
illegal Chinese WeK site that night. And
the rest, as they say, is history.
So how do two kids from the Tri-State
area become walking mascots for their
college's basketball team? And further
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more, how do two kids from the Tri-State
area become walking mascots for their
college's basketball team by dressing up
in something that makes them look like a
contraceptive tool?
"Two words," Emeigh told me, "Goal
Orientation."
"You see, we never wanted to look like
condoms, that's just how the cards fell,"
Twig said. "But now the people love it.
We have something that works."
"What we wanted to do was give the
people something that they could
depend on. We wanted the fans to know
that even if they weren't there, we would
be," Emeigh said.
I mean, come on. They are pretty cool.
Have you seen our new distraction tech
niques, when everyone jumps at the last
second? That was their idea. Have you
seen the white one get on the black one's
shoulders? Yeah, their idea. They practi
cally invented everything that a mascot
should be. Who would have thought that
an idea hatched on the hill of the softball
field would eventually turn into a wild
fire, unable to be contained.
If I can be serious for a moment: They
have worked so hard to get this thing off
the ground, and I think that it's some
thing that will last for a long time. I know
that we can get very discouraged with
our basketball team, but what do you
want? A new coach winning a champi
onship in his first year? OK, you're right,
that would be pretty ill.
As you can see, though, James and
Twig and A.J don't care about the victory.
They don't do it for the celebrity status.
They don't do it because it gets them
girls—believe me, it doesn't get them
girls. They do it for the love of this place.
And for the love of the game. Why else
would they don stank-ridden one-piece
suits to every game?
I have to commend my three friends—
they are doing something that helps the
college community better than any alco
hol policy ever could. (Not that alcohol
policies are bad things; they aren't.)
However, the three condoms transcend
any policy this place puts forth on us.
They literally become the covered faces
of Providence College.
If you see them walking around cam
pus, you might not recognize them. But
if you do happen to, thank them. You can
ask anyone associated with the basket
ball team—this season would be a lot dif
ferent without them.
In closing, I would like to take this
opportunity to ask Twig to be the mascot
for my fantasy baseball team, "The
Flying Matt Alddes." Twig, let me know;
I live next door.

by Jenn DiPirro '12
Commentary Staff

Walking into my house after finals
and knowing that I was going to be
there for five whole weeks was one of
the most surreal experiences of my
entire life. My bedroom
reminded me of being in
SOCIETY Paul Revere's house in
the North End with fur
niture and knick-knacks no one had
used in centuries. My bed felt smaller
and my closet was empty. I was even
reluctant to fully move back in because
my room in Raymond Hall felt more
like home at this point.
I suddenly had a curfew again. It is
ironic because midnight is pretty much
the time things get kicking in college. It
felt like I was still a senior in high school
but I did not have to go back to school.
The craziest part was when I did go back
to my high school for a visit. One of my
good friends and I went to go see a few
teachers on a rainy Friday afternoon. We
opened the main doors—doors that I had
not opened since last May—and were
immediately asked to go sign the visi
tor's log and wear a sticker with our
names on it Pfft, obviously he was a new
faculty member. Excuse me; don't you
know who I am? Then it became abun
dantly clear: We had been replaced.
Someone else had their stuff in my
locker. Someone else was meeting with
my guidance counselor. Someone else
was editing my newspaper. Someone
else was in my parking space. Life had
moved on. After having several out-ofbody experiences in a school that felt
smaller, darker and danker than I
could ever recollect, I wanted to get
out of there as quickly as possible. But
I couldn't because I had been spotted.
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Any teacher or staff member who knew
me could not help but yack my ear off. It
was weird how after talking to them as a
graduate they all felt so much more like
equals. They had no authority over me
anymore! It was then that I finally real
ized I will never have those four years
back again. Most people probably realize
this at graduation or the day that they
move into college, but for me, since being
at Providence College I have to constant
ly remind myself that I am not going
home soon. Even though, as proved by
the events throughout winter break, I am
not quite sure what home is anymore.

I think perhaps the saddest part
about winter break is that Melrose,
the town that I have lived in for my
entire life, had nothing to offer me
anymore. Melrose, Mass, is a very
typical suburban, New England town.
It is quaint and basically all of the
people know each other or are related
or had children who played on the
same Little League team. Urban
Dictionary wrote that, "Melrose has
some hypnotic trance on people that
once you come here, you must make
babies, and never leave." That is a sad
but true statement. There are a ton of
old people and pretty much at around
10:00 p.m. at night the whole down
town area shuts down. Literally. It
was a huge deal when a Dunkin'

HOME/Page 18

Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentaries
and letters to the editor from all members of
the Providence College community, as well as
outside contributors.
All submissions must include the writer's
name, signature, a phone number, and an email address where he or she can be reached.
Articles will be printed as space permits.
Anyone whose letter is given consideration
for publication will be contacted by the
Commentary editor to verify the author and
confirm the authenticity of the piece.
Letters should be no more than 250 words
in length. Guest commentaries should be
limited to 700 words in length, and only one
will be published per week. The Cowl edito
rial board and its administrative supervisors
reserve the right to edit articles for space and
clarity. If there is a portion you specifically
wjsh to remain unchanged, however, please
inform the editor-in-chief. Letters to the edi

tor are the opinions of the writer only and do
not reflect the viewpoint of The Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered, mailed, or
faxed to The Cowl office no later than 5:00
p.m. on the Monday before publication. Mail
submissions to 549 River Avenue, Providence,
R.I. 02918, Slavin Rm. G05; fax to 401-8651202; submit online at www.thecowl.com; email to thecowl@providence.edu; or hand
deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin G05. Ads
can be sent to cowlads@providence.edu. Call
401-865-2214 with any questions.

Weekly Subscription Rate is $30.00 per year
by mail. Student subscription is included in
tuition fee. Correspondence can be mailed
directly to: The Cowl, 1 Cunningham Square,
Providence, R.I. 02918, Slavin G05.
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Career Services Proves
to be a Great Resource www.TheCowl.com
by Jeff Gahan '11
Commentary Staff

Have you ever taken some time
out of your day to visit the Office of
Career Services in Slavin Center,
next to the information desk? If not,
you
really
should,
because
they
can
offer a
CAMPUS
variety
of different
services to students of
all grades. I am only a sophomore,
but I have already visited the office
several times because it is never too
early to start thinking about the
future. My friends always say that I
am too much of a planner, and that I
always like to know what is happen
ing. That is very true; however, is it
really such a bad thing to like to
have goals and aspire to meet them?
In the fall '08,1 went to the office and
checked out a couple of different
career books that have helped me
tune in to my interests and decide
what could be a possible career path.
There is an entire wall covered with
books with many different resources
to help students. There is one section
of books sorted by majors/classes
that list and explain possible career
choices based on those majors/interests. Similarly, there are books sort
ed by topics, such as Law, that talk
about all of the different things one
can do with a certain degree in those
fields. After looking at a couple of
different books, I was able to relate
my current interests and try to hone
in on possible career choices.
Seeing as I am only a sophomore, I
know that not everyone will think
that visiting the office is worthwhile
until later on in life; however, I have
already started looking at different
internships that relate to my field for
this summer. Moreover, another
great aspect of the Office of Career
Services is that they have a list of
numerous internships available to
many different fields. Patti Goff, the

lady in charge of dealing with
internships, is very knowledgeable
about all of the different internships
being offered and can help with all
aspects of the internship process.
And if you have questions about
writing a cover letter or resume,
Stacey Moulton can easily help you
get started and give you direction on
how to format the resume and what
to and not to put on the resume. In
addition to these resources, Monday
through' Friday there are Quick
Question Hours, which allow stu
dents to bring in their resumes and
have them looked over and have any
other questions answered. The hours
vary from day to day, so be sure to
stop into the office and take a busi
ness card that has the hours printed
on it.
Continuing, apart from face-toface time in the office, there are mul
tiple resources available to PC stu
dents online —including eFriars,
caYeersearch, FriarLink, and many
others. The online database of
internships available to PC students,
eFriars, is very easy to use —making
it easy to search by fields and loca
tion. Career search, although taking
a long time to load, allows students
to view over four million companies
across the nation, enabling students
to do research of particular and
practical jobs. And lastly, FriarLink
allows current students to search a
database of hundreds of PC alumni
that have made themselves available
to be questioned about their current
jobs. Students are allowed to contact
10 people per month, and can search
by location, major, or current job
field, allowing for a variety of peo
ple that could help you figure out
what the real job field is like, as well
as a great opportunity to network
with a PC alum. All in all, the Office
of Career Services is a great resource
for all students at the college, and
once again, it is never to early too
start planning for the future.

POLICIES: Fall Short
continued from page 16:
First it was the alcohol policy; a
new ban on hard alcohol and a limit
of beers allowed was introduced on
campus in late August. This ridicu
lous policy effectively maintained the
status quo for underage drinkers
while changing the rules for only 21year-old juniors and seniors. It limits
the amount of alcohol they are, by
law, otherwise allowed to possess. It
creates an environment in which
even legal adults have to be sneaky
about their drinks, or consume alco
hol alone in their bedrooms (if any
non 21-year-olds are present). Can we
say encouraging alcoholism?
Of course, underage students who
get caught with any type of alcohol in
any amount still face the same pun
ishment as they did last year—the
same punishment legal 21-year-olds
would face. And they say this policy
is to curb underage binge drinking.
Next came the shift in the orienta
tion schedule—again, an effort to

Walking into my house after finals
and knowing that I was going to be
there for five whole weeks was one of
the most surreal experiences of my
entire life. My bedroom reminded me
of being in Paul Revere's house in the
North End with furniture and knickknacks no one had used in centuries.
My bed felt smaller and my closet was
empty. I was even reluctant to fully

Sexual healing. Ever use an online dating service or go on a blind date? The
transcendent art-science of compatibility rating strikes an irrational (human)
observer as supremely misdirected. Let us take it as a fundamental given that
trying to match people and spark romance through a diligent cost-benefit
analysis of personality traits is a preposterous endeavor. Now that we have
that out of the way, we can begin the real work. I sincerely believe that the best
way to become a successful and sought-after matchmaker is not through a
deep understanding of intellect, emotional range, or bubbliness. We must refo
cus our attention on the truly essential stuff of humanity. Would a prospective
client prefer refried beans or frozen corn? What kind of soap does he or she
use? If asked in the right tone of voice, would he or she water-ski in the nude?
If so, on a lake or an ocean? Here are just a few samples of a revolutionary
approach to compatibility research. In a marvelous country where more than
half the marriages end like bags of flaming dung and 99 percent of people
believe that we should cherish the "little things" in life, let's get serious.
Ladies, would you rather canoodle Bogart or Tracy? — Matthew Miller '10
So, nice weather we're having, eh? Alright New England, I have had
enough of this. It has been freezing, and then its warmer, then it snows, then
it rains, then it gets freezing again, then it gets nice, then the snow melts,
then it freezes, then it gets icy. . .ENOUGH! Pick some kind of weather and
stick with it. Most preferably, let's stick with the nice sunny weather that
makes it a balmy 50 degrees. That would be perfect. Seriously, is it too much
to ask to not have to walk to upper campus without having freezing wind
and snow blow in your face? I don't think so. Is it so hard to just be a nice
comfortable temperature that everybody loves? No. Is it possible that I could
not think of anything to write for this tangent so I spent it all talking about
the weather? Possibly.—Andy Kowal '10
Distraction.
SLURP! TIC--TOC! POP! FIZZ! CLANG! SMACK! THUMP!
There ROAR! ZIP! CLANK! WHALLOP! is HISS! SWOOSH! DONG!
CREAK! MUNCH! BEEP! ARGH! BOING! too WHIZ! CLASH! GLUG!
SQUELCH! much CHOO-CHOO! SIZZLE! PLUNK! CHOMP! BANG! ZAP!
going PLOP! CRACKLE! YELP! CLIP CLOP! on GASP! CROAK! for BOOM!
WHOOSH! OOZE! THUD! RUSTLE! us CLAP! PING! HONK! TWANG! to
CHIRP! SLASH! KERPLUNK! know GURGLE! BARK! CLUNK! THWACK!
BUZZ! what CLICK! RATTLE! HOOT! is WHIP! SNAP! TINKLE! SHUFFLE!
QUACK! HOWL! actually RIP! BONK!. SPLAT! WHIZZ! BAM! SLAM! hap
pening RUMBLE! ZING! SPLASH!-Ben Perry'10

Global Warming Strikes Again.
The city of Buffalo in upstate New York
received unexpected temperatures of negative six degrees last week. Ironically,
the cold spell was just in time for Buffalo State College's "national teach-in on
Global Warming Situations." As The Buffalo News writes, "Talk about great tim
ing." Such an occurrence represents just one of the many instances in which
Global Warming "rallies" across the country have been hijacked by inordinate
spells of bad weather. In late January, for example, former Vice President Al
Gore's testimony before the Senate on the "urgent need" to combat Global
Warming was nearly canceled due to large amounts of snow and ice in the
Washington, D.C. area. While Global Warming advocates offer bad weather as
"proof" of climate change, others see the situation differently. Vaclav Klaus,
Czech Republic President and head of the European Union, noted recently: "I
don't think that there is any Global Warming.. .I'm very sorry that some people
like Al Gore are not ready to listen to the competing theories. I do listen to them."
While it is unlikely that Gore will ever debate Klaus on the principles of Global
Warming, it is fitting that the pseudo-science is meeting with so much resistance
from Mother Nature herself.—Mark Scirocco '10

curb illegal drinking. Unfortunately, I
feel the administration overlooked
the fact that sticking 1,000 underage,
inexperienced freshmen together on
campus at the same time is probably
going to have the complete opposite
effect. It does riot matter if you stick I
I'm broke and the economy is, well, less than stel
them together in late August instead Two lugubrious truths:
of early September; wide-eyed fresh lar. Since the start of the semester I have searched everywhere to no avail. Uno
men will drink the first time they Chicago Grill is fully staffed, Macy's has an application that's simply too com
experience
the
freedom
of plex for me to understand, and considering I've long outgrown Hollister's
infant-sized clothing, I've refrained from even trying. The Abbey gave me a
Providence College.
flat-out
"No." What's even more disappointing is the lack of jobs available on
Now the administration has intro
duced new policies for college campus. I've made known my willingness to clean the art studios and harass
events —dances, parties, holidays. Providence College parents for money in the "Phone A Friar" office. Neither
Not only do many of us have to has responded. Heck, I even applied for a position at the Priory, where I'd be
endure "club nights" in the most doing God knows what—no pun intended. (I thought my nun-sounding name
might be an advantage.) What's the problem? I have all my limbs and a decent
exclusive
club
in
Providence
work ethic. That used to satisfy the criteria perfectly. I'm afraid I should get
(Peterson Recreation Center) from
used to more bills and less beer. However, a fellow penniless friend, after
now on, but the regulations for
scouring the want ads, informed me that Go Go Dancers are in high demand.
arriving have changed. Now, accord
I suppose my boots were made for walking, too. —Maryclaire Dugre '10
ing to when you bought your ticket
to an event, half of the ticket-holders
It was an interesting week for the colli
must arrive before 8:45 p.m. and the ■ Bongs, 'roids, and baseball bats.
other half before 9:30 p.m. This, | sion of the sports world and drugs. Let me begin by telling you what I woke
up to on Saturday morning. On the Sports Center Bottom Line, which usually
reports scores of games, I saw the subtitle of A-ROD alongside NCAAM,
NCAAW, and NBA, and immediately knew my third baseman was in trou
ble. Throughout my entire afternoon of watching college hoops, the A-ROD
subtitle consistently informed me that A-Rod used steroids, at least in 2003,
sparking the probability that he has used them more than once. It was the
perfect way to end a week that saw two other of the country's superstars
move back in because my room in nailed for drugs; one a surprise and the other a mere reconfirmation of what
Raymond Hall felt more like home at we already knew. Did anyone else see the quote from Barry's longtime train
er and supposed roid-dealer, Greg Anderson? If you didn't, I can paraphrase
this point.
I suddenly had a curfew again. It is Anderson's quote with, "The steroids I gave Barry Bonds are awesome. They
ironic because midnight is pretty much are undetectable and I am not worried about being caught." It seems like if
the time things get kicking in college. It Barry isn't convicted from this, we are going to need an even more incontro
felt like I was still a senior in high school vertible piece of evidence; a picture of Bonds sticking a needle in his arm,
but I did not have to go back to school. perhaps? You know the kind of evidence I'm talking about, right? Something
The craziest part was when I did go back like the evidence we saw telling us that Michael Phelps smokes pot would
to my high school for a visit. One of my be perfect.—Chris Slavin '12

HOME: Moving On
continued from page 17:

Tangents and Tirades

Letters to the Editor:
Administration needs to start trusting students

What the FOCA!?

"Treat people as if they were what
they ought to be and you help them
to become what they are capable of
being." I find it incredibly hypocriti
cal that e-mails sent out from the
Administrative Assistant to the
Office of the Associate Vice
President for Student Affairs con
clude with this quote by Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe, for the
administration here at Providence
College continues to treat its stu
dents like children. I have learned
this through arduous attempts to
work with the administration during
my time on a student club.
If you have not already been
informed, the "college" is requiring
its student leaders to participate in a
workshop called Choices, which pro
motes, yes, you guessed it, alcohol
awareness. Oh, the irony of the
administration: mandating a pro
gram entitled Choices. I am sure any
of you who participate in a number
of different activities can agree that
we are very busy people, striving to
balance our academics, our commit
ments to our organizations, our jobs
and internships, and our social lives.
To require student leaders to attend
an extensive workshop on a topic
that has truly been dramatized is cer
tainly an inconvenience, but it is
more than that. I view this as a type
of punishment, for prior to this, man
dated alcohol education had only
been employed as a sanction. So,
essentially, Providence College has
chosen to punish its student leaders,
the precise people who devote count
less hours and make tremendous sac
rifices in order to ensure that this
school meets the needs of its students
and the entire community. I ask you
this: Where would Providence's
administration be without the Friars
Club, which gives tours to prospec
tive students twice a day, six days a
week? Where would Providence's
administration be without the Board
of Programmers which puts on a
myriad of alcohol-free events?
Unfortunately, Providence College

Students for Life of Illinois has put
together an informative—if not a bit
fiery—campaign featuring the above
interjection. And the provocative line
does serve a higher purpose than
catching initial public inquiry —its
main purpose is to educate on the
Freedom of Choice Act (FOCA), the
most radical pro-abortion bill to yet hit
Congress. The Freedom of Choice Act
is proposed legislation that goes far
beyond the Supreme Court's 1973 Roe
v. Wade decision to legalize abortion,
with main propositions of the bill call
ing for taxpayer funding of abortion
(which we are already doing with the
overturning of the Mexico City Policy
Obama enacted late in January), the
invalidation of informed consent and
parental consent, and conscience pro
tection laws, the requirement of a
licensed physician to perform an abor
tion, as well as the need for clinic safe
ty standards.
These few alarming points are only
the start of what this bill calls for in
order to create a "fundamental right to

has chosen to express its gratitude to
its students with this punishment.
But this mandated alcohol workshop
is only a symptom of the bigger
issue: the environment of distrust
between the administration and the
students which has recently begun to
define this institution. The adminis
tration has become obsessed with
our "alcohol problem," so much so
that they no longer perceive us as
students, but merely as the alcohol
we consume. They cannot compre
hend the fact that we are so much
more than the mistakes we make. I
challenge them to sit in our classes,
observe us at work, follow us to our
meetings, to the gym, to the library,
and to the countless hours of com
munity service that this body
devotes to the community. Perhaps
then will they be able to see us for
who we really are and begin to treat
us with the respect that we deserve.
Undoubtedly, there is still a lot of
good to be salvaged at this school. I
have been fortunate enough to have
been taught by some of the most pas
sionate faculty at PC. The professors
here are certainly able to respect
their students and to treat us like the
adults we are, despite our perceived
disciplinary issues. Perhaps the
members of the administration
should follow in the footsteps of the
faculty, for they are the ones who
come into contact with us every day.
Whenever I am asked about my
experience at Providence College, I
rave to prospective students about
the incredible people and the authen
tic sense of community that exists
here. However, I worry that unless
something is done in the near future
to mitigate the effects of the adminis
tration's distrust for its students or to
attempt to repair the entire relation
ship, this school will continue to
move in a direction incompatible
with its alleged commitment to
respect and community.
— Anonymous

Compromise may be the answerfor The Vagina Monologues
Since the controversy over the
decision
to
ban
The
Vagina
Monologues from the Providence
College campus is still simmering
nearly three years later according to
The Cowl News Staff in the Feb. 5,
2009 issue, I suggest the people in
the PC community who wish to see a
staged production of The Monologues
at The Smith Center for the
Performing Arts to please contact the
Master General of the Dominican
Order of Preachers and see if he
approves or disapproves of Father
Shanley's ban on The Monologues.
After all, the College administration
allows Amnesty International, who

supports the abortion avenue, on
campus. Real Catholics are congnizant that abortion is a serious sin
according to the teaching of the
Roman Catholic Church. Providence
College could compromise by allow
ing The Monologues to be produced
by the tuition-paying students and
Amnesty International could be
allowed to conduct their monthly
meetings on the fourth ’floor of
Feinstein. I believe this would create
harmony for all people in the PC
community. What is fair* is fair,
Father Shanley!

— Russel P. Demoe '73

abortion" that, if passed, will
supercede any federal, state or local
laws regarding abortion. Whether or
not one is pro-life or not, I believe even
a majority of pro-choice citizens favor
safety and what is healthy for women.
I urge every PC student to check out
what this bill entails in its entirety —
whattheFOCA.com, as well as the
Secretariat for Pro-Life Activities,
which has a short, informative fact
sheet on the bill. This bill is a radical
attempt on defenseless life and has
nothing to do with protecting the life
of mothers, but merely is an. excuse to
improve the circumstances of irre
sponsible behavior. It is our responsi
bility to stand against it. We need to
write letters or contact our state sena
tors and representatives, inform oth
ers, and keep ourselves informed.
Keep a look out for a table in Ray with
FOCA information and a petition in
the near future.

— Svetlana Goretaya '11

Commending a writer for his objectivity and understanding
I just wanted to commend Matt
Miller on his article "All Men and
Women Are Created Equal." Miller
writes with a keen understanding of
the double standards faced by the
LGBT community in their struggle for
equality with the heterosexual/straight
majority. Miller does not become
moralistic, neither condoning nor
admonishing the behavior of the LGBT
community, but rather he stresses the
importance of understanding the
experience of being an oppressed
(non-majority) individual in a society
and culture that is overwhelmingly
and often aggresively heterosexist
(reinforcing the normalcy of heterosex
uality while alienating homo-, bi-,
trans-, pan-, a-, aestheto- sexualities,
etc.). It is so reassuring to witness
someone who is able to evaluate the
sexuality dilemma from a neutral and
non-biased viewpoint, especially
when it tends to be such an emotional
issue on both sides of the fence (for
both LGBT rights supporters and
opponents). Miller shows how it is just
as much an issue of identity as it is one
of activity, and reminds us of the inno

cence of identity (in that we have no
control over to whom we are attract
ed). Through the example of the young
man sporting the oxford and a wide
grin, Miller shows how an action can
be so culturally acceptable in one
instance and yet so horribly offensive
in another. What is the difference? In
the first case the young man's inappro
priate drunken flirting is directed
toward a female, in the second case it
is directed toward a male. The harass
ment is exactly the same in both
instances (seemingly innocent and yet
still slightly reproachable); the only
determinant variable is the gender of
the one being harassed. Why should
behaviour be deemed socially accept
able in one instance, and yet taboo in
another —merely due to sex? Sex
determines physiology and ability to
reproduce, not how one ought to lead
his or her life. Again, I just want to
express my admiration for Miller's
ability to address the issue objectively
and with understanding. It was
refreshing to read such an article.
— Brian Gay '11

High Fives & Nose Dives
High Fives: Blink 182 is back. Everyone femembers rocking out to pur favorite punk
band in middle school. Now they're back to rock pur socks (and pants and jacket).

Nose Dives: The end of Ruckus. The music download site has been shut down.
There goes your free (and legal) music collection.
Chris Brown's domestic abuse.The squeaky-clean singer left bite marks and bruises on
his girlfriend, America's sweetheart, Rihanna. Two thumbs way down.

Happy

Valentine’s Day
from the Cowl!
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Simpler Days Under the Willow Tree
Katie Caliva '10
Portfolio Editor

by

I knew her best in simpler days. It
sounds odd to say that because at the
time those days seemed so desperately
far from simple. Looking it back on it
now, high school doesn't
FICTION seern nearly as complicated
as it did when I was in the
thick of it all: cat fights, AP
exams, first kisses. Looking back on it
it all ;eems so silly and so much sim
pler. Those were the days when I knew
her best.
I met her in seventh grade, day one
at the best prep school in our greater
metropolitan area. We would spend
six years there with other upper mid
dle class students, graduate, and dis
perse to the best universities in the
country. I saw her first in art class,
somewhat uncomfortable in her
ironed collar and new blazer, idly
sketching the courtyard below the
window before class started. It was a
beautiful sketch, definitively gentle
lines giving not only shape but life to
the weeping willow and the students
beneath its drooping foliage. She was
in my math class, too, and also my his
tory, literature, and band classes. As
we moved from class to class, she kept
the sketch with her, blowing off the
final dusty layer at the end of the day.
Her sketching never got in the way of
class though, and it turned out that she
was brilliant. It turned out that I was
brilliant too.
We became friends accidentally, sub
tly aware that we were kindred spirits.
We drifted slowly towards each other
until one day we forged a bond
beneath the weeping willow in the

central courtyard. We were enjoying
an afternoon break, reveling in the
warm sunshine that would soon van
ish, replaced by the gray of winter. We
sat with our backs against the trunk,
next to each other, though not inten
tionally. We both had notebooks open
on our laps but neither of us was
studying. Her pages were filled with
pencil drawings, mine with free verse.
We were close enough for each to look
over the other's shoulder and we did. I
was the one to break the silence.
"Your sketch is beautiful."
She blushed.
"Your poem is lovelier."
I blushed.
A lot happens over the course of six
years. Girls become young women,
more mature in some ways, sillier in
others. We spent hours gossiping
under the willow tree, hours studying
for our SATs there, hours fighting,
hours crying over our imminent
departure. Even more happens in 10
years. Looking at her now, I can barely
recognize the friend I found in seventh
grade. Her curly blonde hair is straight
and dark now. I tease her and say it
matches her soul, but after four years
of college she doesn't believe in souls
anymore. The friendly, brilliant smile
she was seldom without has been
replaced with an expression of defini
tive scorn. I don't dare tease her about
that change.
She began to change when we were
still in high school, when she discov
ered alcohol and that she was beauti
ful. She was still at least recognizable
then. Her face, even when hazy from
vodka, still held on to the raiment of
sincerity and intelligence that I was
drawn to. She is no less brilliant now

than she was then, and supposedly
neither am I. We, at the ends of our col
lege careers, have been marked out as
pioneers of our fields. She is a painter
who explores the taboos of human sex
uality; I am a poet turned playwright
who strives only to express the truth.
We sit in a trendy coffee house in the
Village, where all the "artists to watch"
gather. It's our semi-annual date, a
remnant of the friendship forged
under the willow tree at our prep
school almost a decade ago. I look
across the table at her and don't recog
nize her. I knew her best in simpler
days, before we grew up and became
jaded, before our bodies became prop
aganda and our art weaponry. Times
are more complex
now, the differ
ences between us
are more violent
and irrevocable.
"You're not a
real artist," she
says to me in a
voice so very dif
ferent from the
one she had when
she told me she
liked my scrap of
juvenile verse. Its
musicality no
doubt destroyed
by cigarettes and
counter-cultural
protests.
"You didn't
like my play." I
learned at some
point that ques
tions made her
angry. I also
knew definitively

that she didn't like the play, was philo
sophically indisposed to do so. The
heroine is a young blond woman who
falls from grace, dyes her hair and
becomes a cultural terrorist. The hero
ine has her epiphany and in the end
returns to her natural hair color. Why
would she like my play?
"Was the Greek model too tradition
al for you?"
She rose in a huff, snatched her bag
angrily off of the table and told me
never to call her again. She stormed
out of the cafe, slamming the artfully
and intentionally decaying door
behind her. I knew her best in simpler
days. I no longer know her at all.

WILLOW IMAGE from www.naz.edu

The Art of Recalling Useless Information
Tom Nailor '12
Portfolio Staff

by

The other day, while I was sitting in
my room avoiding the ever-present
pile of papers underneath my elbow
and concentrating far more intently on
whether or not I should
ESSAY send a particularly humor
ous bumper sticker to my
roommate or not, there was
a knock on the door. When I shouted
that it was open, three girls came cau
tiously in to let me know that their stu
dent organization was selling "Crush"
brand orange soda in order to raise
money, for what I cannot remember.
No offense meant, girls, but I can bare
ly remember where I've left my dog
eared copy of Salman Rushdie's The
Satanic Verses, and I promised myself
I'd have that finished by the beginning
of February—ipso facto, don't expect
much out of me. However, it is less the
organization that caught my attention,
or even the absurdity that I would
send my girlfriend a 2-liter bottle of
orange soda to express my affection.
No, it is the fact that upon hearing
these girls say, "We're selling orange
soda," my immediate response was to
ask, "Who loves orange soda?"
Perhaps even more absurd is that I can
tell you that at least one of those girls
would have responded, "Kel loves
orange soda!"
Now if you didn't grow up watching
Snick on the weekends, and therefore
didn't enjoy the popular show Kenan
and Kel, you won't have any idea what
I'm talking about. But hopefully, some
thing I say during this essay (oh
who're we kidding? It's a rant that my
editor has been kind enough to seam
lessly work into an essay for me) will

resonate with you. It never fails to
amaze me the way we retain the most
useless bits of information.
I'm sure that most people here at
Providence College, no matter their
level of intelligence or scholastic pride,
would have trouble recalling some of
the following Western Civ-related
dates: 476 (fall of the Roman Empire,
anyone?), 800 (the year Charlemagne
was crowned the first Holy Roman
Emperor), or even 1095 (when Pope
Urban II preached on the first
Crusades, obviously).

Nearly anyone who watched the
show, however, remembers that Kel
loves orange soda, and yes, it is true,
he does, he does, he does. We also have
no problem remembering that, obvi
ously, Captain Planet was made up of
Earth, Fire, Wind, Water, and Heart.
And of course, the Transformers were
more than meets the eye—I mean, they
transformed from cars to fully-functional fighting robots in mere seconds,
hence, they were robots in disguise.
And the four Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles? At the mere mention, I'm sure

Malleable
by Nicole Amaral '10
Asst. Portfol io Editor
Words would not die on my I ips—
They could not even make it that far.
I replenished the old because
It felt so normal to del iberate.
I loosened my chokehold
On the art of examination
Where the consistency of insistence
Woke me up each morning.
I've tilted my mirrors
So they reflect only the I ight
The void is I ike a door
Thrown open to let in the air.

The right kind of self
Reforms and dissolves on the spot.
I take more than I give,
So I'd I ike to give it back.

most of you have pointed out to any
one reading over your shoulder that
they
were
named
Leonardo,
Donatello, Raphael, and Michelangelo
and that their sensei's name was
Splinter (and that he was a sewer rat
who knew kung fu).
I could go on for pages with these
sorts of pop culture references, but I'm
sure that there are already at least a
half dozen history majors (and proba
bly a few Civ professors) who are
sharpening their axes at my assertion
that we might not all be able to exactly
pinpoint the fall of the Western Roman
Empire. So I'll wrap up.
This sort of retention extends far
beyond theme songs on popular TV
shows, but said jingles are paradig
matic of this sort of thing. Try to
remember the theme song to your
favorite show, and it's most likely fair
ly easy. However, try to recall informa
tion at that crucial moment during a
test, and it's nearly impossible. Why is
that? Is it that our brains prioritize
information as either useless or useful
and thus triages it? Wouldn't such
knowledge as the fact that we all do
want to go somewhere where every
body knows our name and that place
is most obviously Cheers, be consid
ered useless? Alternatively, can we say
that the information we cannot
remember for our classes is useless? If
both can be considered useless, what is
useful knowledge? It's something to
ponder, but I'm not sure if there's a real
answer. I can tell you that I do love
orange soda, so if my girlfriend or any
one else is reading this, I certainly
would love some Crush on Valentine's
Day. And maybe you could help me
find my copy of The Satanic Verses to go
along with it.
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Discovering the -ista
Within You
by

side-panel) does not mean we need to
sacrifice their fabulous contents in our
lives.
Yet perhaps we are not at ease toting
around unglamorous Marshalls plastic
shopping bags. In a rare situation,
such vanity is actually beneficial to the
environment. Let me explain: We
bring our used J. Crew, Nordstrom,
Arden B., and Coach shopping bags to
Marshalls and scorn the cashier for
asking "paper or plastic?" under pro
environment pretensions. As to how
one exits the store with a myriad of
designer bags filled with Marshalls
merchandise and escape inquisitive
looks from fellow shoppers? I apolo
gize. I do not know the answer.
Regardless of the shopping bag state
ment you choose, buying from offprice retailers not only pastes more
bills to your wallet's lining, it is also
environmentally conscious because
such retailers do not have clothing
manufactured for sale in their stores,
but buy excess merchandise from
direct manufacturers. And so we come
upon
another -ista
term:
Viva... Environmentalistas\
We are a nation of consumers, but in
these times, we can be a nation of
shopping superheroes with recycled
shopping bags instead of capes. Every
Recessionista purchase strengthens
our suffering economy in a way we
can afford. Every Environmentalista
tote saves another plastic bag from tak
ing 10,000 years to decompose in a
garbage dump. After the Sept. 11 2001
attacks, our former president, Mr.
George Bush, declared that the most
patriotic thing Americans could do for
their country was to go shopping.
Given that personal consumption
accounts for some 70 percent of the
gross domestic product, his remark
was "right on the money"for once. If
we maintain our frequency of shop
ping, Recessionista style, we will nei
ther find ourselves reverting to
Depressionista mode of our grand
mothers, nor looking like we have
reverted, either. And we just might
keep the economy presentable enough
to keep it from sinking into irre
versibly tacky despair.
Then again, to neglect an examina
tion of the fashion past would be fool
ish. Looking back, if the newly pro
posed
Recessionista
and
Environmentalista mentalities do
catch on, these new trends will likely
pass as they came. But for now we can
take comfort in the fact that the status
of these -ista mentalities is still
"newest and latest." Perhaps the
trends will at least coexist with the cur
rent recession for its entire duration,
and if they do, we might see a huge
Fashionista comeback in a bright, styl
ish future. To quote Project Runway's
Heidi Klum, "In fashion, one day
you're in, the next day you're out—"
which will hopefully soon be the case
with our economically unfashionable
state of affairs.

Alex BetGeorge '11
Portfolio Staff

One of my late grandmother's great
est sources of satisfaction in life was to
pore over Neiman Marcus cata
logues— "Oh! Would you look at those
, shoes!"—and then find the
ESSAY I $19.99 look-a-like at the
I local Payless. She was a
; classic
child
of
the
Depression. We would do best to
adopt this mentality, or at least a mod
ified version of it. Remember that "rea
son is a slave of the passions." But in
economic times such as these, passions
must in turn be the slave to the reality
of your financial constraint.
And so the modified version of
Depression mentality as prescribed:
Drown your break-up downs, quench
your shopaholism, transfer your Ben &
Jerry's Sin Bucket cravings to a more
calorie-conscious dose of shopping at
Marshalls, T.J.Maxx, and DSW Shoes.
For those of you of the conviction that
cheap isn't chic, you're right—when
cheap refers to quality and not price.
For some proof of this maxim, I sug
gest you refer to this cycle:
1) Buy article of clothing. 2) Remove
tags. 3) Wear. 4a) Wash. 4b) Dry. 5)
Repeat steps 3-4b three times. 6a) Note
fraying seams, fading color, warped
fit. 6b) Time to repeat steps 1-6. It's
called the Why-You-Don't-Buy-YourClothes-at-Old Navy-Cycle. Sound
familiar? It is the Depressionista pur
chasing behavior, previously
described with the example of my
grandmother, which hopefully won't
become all-to-familiar quite yet.
Instead, I propose we take on a miti
gated Recessionista frame of mind,
whose primary tenet involves obtain
ing what is not cheap for a price that
deceptively claims otherwise.
"Exactly why all of these modified
Fashionista behaviors?" you desper
ately inquire. To remind you, our pas
sion for fashion must be channeled
appropriately given the reality of the
economy and the pathetic state of your
savings account.
So to give ground to my case for the
new Recessionista shopping philoso
phy, I endeavored to take it on for
myself. Some finds at the aforemen
tioned listed off-price retailers by
yours truly include $25 Hardtail yoga
pants, $18.99 Donna Karan nightgown,
$3.50 Calvin Klein underwear. And
said underwear was fojrmerly $15 per
pair. Though the days of the infamous
Brooke Shields commercials have long
passed, nothing comes between me
and my $3.50 Calvins. It is true that a
certain skill is required to spot such
things, a certain perseverance and
faith that they will come into your
hands as you slide dozens of hangers
over the endless metal dowels
throughout these stores. But in
exchange for instant gratification, the
Recessionista will receive a greater
sense of satisfaction in their purchases.
Simply because we carry less shopping
bags that outwardly
proclaim their fabu
lous contents with
in (via brand
name embla
zoned on

SHOPPING BAGS from artsicarta.it
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Adam y Eva
by

Alex Donnelly '09
Portfolio Staff

Four days a week,
they crossed paths on their work traffic routes.
He nearly hit her bumper
but she never knew—
neither did he.
She showed him
the best aerial radio frequencies
The area offered.
He left the borders for a while
To track the moon tides
from different coordinates.
One journal entry later,
she cl imbed his priorities,
Finding a home near eating.

It wasn't a comet going by that did it
or a valent ine's day star al ignment
nor the eager eyes
of the encroaching press
after the first screening—

more so, the sentence diagrams
she effortlessly put to the airwaves
set constellations abound,
intricate beyond human genetics.
They built a canopy of no escape
around his bed, every night.
It touched down upon him with tears,
tears of awareness, and of time—
He fought patterns since the late nineties
she built different kinds of patterns
in the sand—
But he knows he can't forget
their single game of Jenga
that lasted until the first hints
of a pre-sunrise glow
on the clouds, polluted but stationary.

If she could take a cold moment
to track the patterns
of the stars to which she gives I ife,
then would their bodies begin to revolve.
Which is difficult,
on a planetary body
that can't stop its pattern of rotation.

Brand New
by The Trendstar
Contributing Writer

It doesn't matter if I'm with you for one second, an hour, day, or week
At that moment I grow closer to you, and become engulfed in a rare emotion
When that moment is over and it is time to depart from you
I look back and wonder if I wasted a second because it seemed to fast
When we touch it feels as if the sun, moon and stars shine brighter
Is it meant to be?The good feelings, right there when I need it bad
I find myself lying next to the sun speaking to the skies to understand
There is no such thing of us wasting time, but it feels so right
When it feels I ike the world is this detrimental weight on my shoulders
I think of you and spread wings that are a blessing
From which you descend I know nothing of and I am content
So many words to let you hear, but so I ittle time
If I could pause time and stop in a moment when I'm looking into your eyes
Time would take a thousand mill ion years just for you to understand
I take you out of your system and expose something that was missing
Something famil iar dwells upon you in a different form
It dwells and feels I ike it's past, but in actual ity it's something of great present
A touch and kiss is all that is needed nothing more
In the mood as the I ight shines on you, I reach out
I'll protect you from anything that you fear, even if it is me
Stuck in this dream of you placing your arms around me
While I close my eyes and think of how tight I can hold you tonight
I stare at your godly presence as you sleep a sight for ages
Whisper in your sleep words of how you feel
As I respond to you, while we are in the same dream
To many levels of connection to decide which one is right?
On top of me, candles, water, sand and rose pedals, your body calls me
Captain that sails to your waterfall, hearts beat at the same time
The sound is something of pureness and pleasurable sensation
Wake up from the dream as I am by your side holding your hand
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No Hope Found in the Rising Sun
Daniel James '11
Portfolio Staff

by

I saw the sun come up today.
It wasn't intentional—I woke up in a
drunken haze around 5:30 in the
morning and couldn't fall back to
sleep. My shades were
SHORT pulled, but it was still so
STORY dark out that you couldn't
tell. Any minute the sun
would start coming up, and I had
always wondered if today would be
the day that the sun wouldn't come
and we'd all be encased in a night
mare. I wasn't the only person in the
apartment, so I got dressed quietly and
poured about four shots of Wild
Turkey into a half-empty Diet Coke
bottle. I shouldn't be doing this—
drinking this early in the morning,
especially when I'm still half drunk
from the previous night—but it does
n't stop me from doing it. The door
whines as I open it and a surge of
panic runs down my spine in fear of
disturbing the other people in the
room. Fortunately nobody wakes up
or even stirs in their sleep and I'm able
to successfully stumble out of my
room and shut the door behind me.
The cold February wind brushes
against my cheeks to kiss me good
morning. I throw the hood on my
black hoodie up over my head and
take a swig from the bottle. I can feel
the effects of the whiskey almost
immediately as it burns down my
throat and slaps itself around the walls
of my liver. My teeth go numb and I
can't feel my fingers, but still I'm cold.
It's still dark out, and I debate whether
or not I want to take the five minute
walk to the 24-hour convenience store
and get a pack of cigarettes. I shouldn't
be smoking, just like I shouldn't be
drinking, but I've done it before and
I'm sure I'll do it again. Even if I don't
get the pack right now I'm positive
that I'll still end up smoking again at
some point.
I do a lot of things that I shouldn't
do. I pretend that I'm different from
the people who go around indulging
in the sinful pleasures of life without
worrying about the consequences. I let
myself go so far as to believe that I've
done good, but I know deep down

that's just a fallacy created by my own in the car she could smell the reason
messed up idea of who I should be. At why, but it didn't stop her from getting
the end of the day, the things I've done right to the point. During the course of
always come back to remind me that our late night rendezvous we had
even if I try to change now I still have never bothered to take appropriate
that past I have to live with. I swallow precautions; she was on the pill, but
another large gulp of the spiked soda. that wasn't completely effective. She
I think about the name she called me told me that she was already a week
that started this whole thing.
and a half late and had gotten positive
The Bad Man. The three words clasp results back from the test she took. I
around my throat and strangle me wondered to myself what was so posi
with anger. I try to bum the feeling tive about that.
away by swallowing another large
She told me that she wasn't sure if
portion of the bottle, but it only helps a she wanted to keep it or not. She was
little. When I met her I had treated her alone and scared as hell, and she want
like I treated every other girl. I would ed me to be there. She wasn't sure
call her only at night when I was bored where we were going, and she needed
and needed some entertainment. If she to know immediately. She told me that
was with other people or busy I we could either be together or we
wouldn't bother seeing if she was couldn't be together, and it was that
around later because I didn't care. If simple. I had done something to her
she was free I
that I needed to take
would always pick
responsibility for,
her up, make small
and now I couldn't
I wanted to scream at
talk while we drove
run anymore.
I
to one of our spots,
drove to the bank
her. I wanted to defend
enjoy her company,
and gave her a cou
myself. I wanted to prove
and then bring her
ple hundred bucks.
back. Sometimes I'd
her wrong. I wanted all
I told her that this
offer to take her out
was as responsible
these things and I could
to eat, other times
as I
could be
n't get any of them
I'd tell her I'd call
because I couldn't
her the next day.
support her or a
because she was right.
Whatever I prom
child. She stared at
ised I never deliv
the green leaves in
ered—I didn't care.
her lap and didn't
She gave me what I wanted from her, ever look up from it. She only nodded
and I had no intentions of trying to and, in a shaking voice, asked me to
take it anywhere beyond that. drive her home. She told me she'd call
Sometimes she'd be brave enough to me in a few days with an appointment
ask me about having a real relation time, and after that I could do whatev
ship, and not one that involved just er I wanted. I drove her home and let
physical satisfactions. And like "the her get out of the car without even
bad man," I always disregarded it.
hugging her. The person holding my
Then, on one hot day in late July my seed, and I couldn't even offer her that.
phone rang and woke me up. It was
A few days later I was getting in my
her, and she told me she needed to see car to meet up with my friends when I
me right away, and that it couldn't noticed there was an envelope sitting
wait. I told her I'd be right there. As on the passenger seat with my name
soon as I got off the phone I searched scrawled across the front 'of it.
around my desk until I found a rolled Suspiciously I opened it up and money
up piece of paper, put it in between my fluttered out, along with a note.
stale lips, and lit it on fire. I stayed in Uninterested in the money, I began
bed for an hour listening to Black scanning over the note to see what she
Sabbath and sipping a bottle of water had written.
before finally getting out of bed and
You're probably wondering by now
getting dressed. I was an hour and a what the meaning of this is, and since you
half late picking her up. When she got were always brief when you wanted to talk

to me, allow me to return the favor. I'm not
mad that you used me the way you did
because there's a million guys like you who
are just out to get their fill, and it didn't
bother me enough for me to cause a fight
over it. What bothered me was that I told
you I was carrying your child and your
reaction was to throw money at me like I
was your whore. I went to the doctor a few
days later and it turns out that my birth
control had just gotten messed up and I
wasn't pregnant. You might be sighing
with relief right now, but how can you
honestly call yourself a man when this is
your solution? I was scared out of my
mind and you couldn't even offer some
level of comfort, you just wanted to pay for
an abortion and call it even. You don't
need to call to apologize, because I’m not
mad at you and I don't hate you. I just
don't care. You're the bad man, you have to
live with yourself.
I wanted to do a lot of things after I
read the note. I wanted to scream at
her. I wanted to defend myself. I want
ed to prove her wrong. I wanted all
these things and I couldn't get any of
them because she was right. She was
terrified and I brushed her aside, unin
terested in doing anything beyond the
bare minimum.
I want to believe I'm different now. I
could recite all the things I've tried to
change, and in a way maybe I've
become a better person because of it.
But there are still the nights where I'll
wake up alone and, unable to fall
asleep, wonder how I can move for
ward when I have so much weighing
me down. Every day is a new day to
improve and carry on, but I can't help
but hate myself for who I was in the
past and what I've done. No matter
how much people want to judge me or
despise me for my actions and what
I've done in the past, I still have to live
with myself every day for the rest of
my natural life. I hate myself for that.
Drunkenly, I watch the sky brighten
and the clouds turn fire red, signifying
another day I have to get through.
Another day that I have to carry the
weight of my past and my selfloathing on my shoulders.
I saw the sun come up today, and I
couldn't be more disappointed.

Every Night
by Conor Leary '11
Portfol io Staff
Cramped by the furnace,
Dead heat brushes my skin.
New wounds
Tears in my heart
hemorrhaging love away.

Dressed for a forgotten occasion,
Champagne poured out of glasses.
A sea of foam on the floor
The color of blush
My cheeks empty.
Bruised and grappled, my knuckles hold metal,
The poker cool ing from its infuriation.
He snores in the shadows.
My hand aches,
His face no longer to caress.

11 isten to the sounds of traffic,
The passing siren of a pol ice car.
I want to scream,
Interrupt the night's crime,
Only to reveal another.
He rolls over from rest.
I hide my trembl ing hands.
I go to him,
Go I do beneath his arm,
and breathe an icy excuse.

"Happy Valentine's Day." His cold heart melts.
I am numb,
Domestically silenced,
Emotionally mute,
Remaining soundless I ike every night.

Doesn’t your writing deserve a
better medium?
Submit your poetry, prose, and
artwork to Portfolio instead!

cowl.portfolio@gmail.com
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Friars Scoreboard
Scores — Standings — Statistics — Schedules — Standouts

Standouts

Sharaud Curry

Danette Doetzel

Men's Basketball
Junior — Gainesville, Ga

Women's Track

Senior—Macklin, Sask.
Doetzel won the 3,000 meters at the
Giegengack Invitational this past weekend.

Curry averaged 12 points in two games for the
Friars this past week. His 11 points against USF
put him over the 1,000 pt mark for his career.

Scores
Friday, 2/6
Women’s Hockey vs. Northeastern
Women’s Track at Giegengack Inv.
Men’s Track at Giegengack Inv.
Tennis at Albany
Men’s Hockey at Vermont

Schedules

W. 3-2 (OT)
Individual Results
Individual Results
L, 7-0
L, 4-1

Friday, 2/13
Women’s Hockey vs. New Hampshire
Women’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Men’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Softball vs. Nicholls State
Men’s Hockey at New Hampshire

7:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day
12:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Saturday, 2/7
Women’s Track at Giegengack Inv.
Men’s Track at Giegengack Inv.
Tennis vs. St. Bonaventure
Women’s Swim& Dive at N.E. Inv.
Men’s Swim & Dive at N.E. Inv.
Men’s Basketball at West Virginia
Women’s Hockey at Northeastern
Men’s Hockey at Vermont

Individual
Individual
W, 4-3
Individual
Individual
L, 86-59
L, 3-2
L, 4-1

Saturday, 2/14
Women’s Basketball vs. Georgetown
Men’s Basketball vs. Rutgers
Men’s Hockey vs. New Hampshire
Women’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Men’s Track at Valentine Invitational
Softball at Louisiana-Lafayette
Softball vs. McNeese State
Women’s Hockey at New Hampshire

2:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
All Day
All Day
4:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Tuesday, 2/10
Men’s Basketball at South Florida
Women’s Basketball at West Virginia

W, 77-62
L, 59-50

Sunday, 2/15
Softball vs. Lipscomb
Lacrosse at Syracuse

10:00 a.m.
3:00 p.m.

Wednesday, 2/18
Men’s Basketball at Louisville
Women’s Basketball vs. Connecticut

7:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

Results
Results
Results
Results

s
Men's Big East Basketball (Top 8) (2/12)

Women's Hockey East (2/12)

Team
New Hampshire
Boston College
Boston University
Providence
Connecticut
Northeastern
Maine
Vermont

W
12
12
12
11
10
6
3
3

Big East
L
Pts
2
27
5
25
6
24
5
23
6
21
10
13
13
7
14
6

W
17
20
15
16
18
11
5
5

Overall
L
5
7
10
12
9
16
21
24

1
5
3
6
2
3
3
.3
1

Team
Connecticut
Louisville
Pittsburgh
Marquette
Villanova
Providence
Cincinnati
Syracuse

Big East
W
L
11
1
9
1
9
2
9
2
8
3
7
5
6
5
6
6

Overall
W
L
23
1
18
4
22
2
20
4
20
4
15
9
16
8
18
7
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Hockey: 1-1 on on the Weekend

DINNER
WITH

DOMINICANS
Friday Feb.20th
6:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.

continued from back page
The Providence College Women's
Hockey Team grudgingly assumed a
puck-based parallel to Wile E. Coyote
last Saturday, hogging the screen time
and the dramatic upsurge in every
capacity imaginable—only to plunge
into vexing defeat.
They facilely outclassed the host
Northeastern Huskies everywhere
from shots on net (44-15), to face-offs
(40-22), to opposing penalties (7-1).
But NU's offensive Roadrunner—
principally held on standby while
the celestial goaltending of Florence
Schelling stole the show—made just
one fleeting, productive cameo too
many for Providence to handle,
amounting to a 3-2 final that forced
the Friars to accept a split of the
home-and-home series.
"It's really important to keep every
thing in perspective," said head coach
Bob Deraney. "We played extremely
well. We were fast, we were diligent. I
think, in the whole game, we made
five mistakes. Two, early on, that our
goalie made great saves on, two that
ended up in our net, and one on a
great backcheck that negated the situa
tion.
"And a couple of the goals they
scored weren't even mistakes. They
were just weird plays. So, if we keep
playing like this, we're going to win
a lot of games here down the
stretch."
Confronting a fastidiously thirsty
Providence strike force, Schelling got
the two biggest workouts of her young
career with a cumulative 100 shots
against on the weekend. Senior Mari
Pehkonen, who will likely face the
Swiss phenom many times more in

international events, discharged 17 of
those shots alone (eight on Friday, nine
on Saturday).
"She's definitely going to be the
number one Swiss goalie for years to
come," said Pehkonen, who momen
tarily looked to have forced overtime
on Saturday when her unassisted
goal drew a 2-2 knot with 5:35
remaining in the game.
And even when Ali Bielawski retorted to renew the NU lead two minutes

Off Campu s
Housing!
Pembroke Ave.

5 apartments left
all with 3 beds, 1
bath, new
kitchens,
mostly furnished

$500.00 per
bedroom.
Call Jenn at 401789-7700.
Pier Realty
Property Manager

Swim & Dive Finish Season,
Ready for Big East Meet

Campus Ministry Center
(Cnapel Basement)

Free FOOD

Free DESSERT
Good TIMES
Come to the Campus Ministry Center fora FREE, full course dinner,
including salad, a variety of pastas, coffee/tea, and dessert!

Get to know a Dominican Sister or Friar,
and enjoy good times with friends!

CONTACT Meaghan Nagurney
(mnagurne@providence.edu) with questions

by John Sessions
Sports Staff
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It's that time of the year again. The
pivotal time of the year where the
phrase "buckling down" just cannot
fully define the importance of the
next few days of training
SWIM & inside and outside the
DIVE paol.
With that said, the
Providence
College
Swimming and Diving Team knew
that* their last meet at the New
England Invitational in Chestnut
Hill, Mass, would certainly provide
them with the confidence they
needed heading into the final
stretch of their lengthy season.
Although no team scores were tal
lied this past Saturday, a number of
Friar standouts excelled in personal
bests on the day.
On the men's side, freshman John
Evans shone, earning a Big East
Championship qualifying time in the
200-yard individual medley. Evans
finished with a time of 2:00.07. Juniors
Mike Loftis and Mathew Card had
strong finishes for the Friars. Loftis
earned a second-place finish in the 100yard butterfly with a time of 54.23,
while Card finished third in the 50yard freestyle with a time of 22.83. The
pair then teamed with fellow class
mates Tim Reilly and Owen Hughes to
take second in the 200-yard freestyle
relay, finishing in a time of 1:31.30.
"I think our guys really proved what
they can do in the water when they
buckle down and really give it their
all," said Head Swimming and Diving
Coach John O'Neill. "They all know
what is on the line and I think they're
looking to prove to themselves and
their classmates that they can finish up
this year right."
Oh the women's side, senior Blair
Flynn earned two third-place fin
ishes on the day. Flynn finished the

100-yard backstroke in a time of
1:04.20 and the 100-yard freestyle
with time of 56.67. Freshman
Caroline Galiri also had a thirdplace finish coming in the 50-yard
freestyle in a time of 26.69.
"We've been working hard all year
trying to get our times down and
really get after it in the water," Flynn
said. "I think this group of girls
realizes the magnitude of the next
couple of days training inside and
outside the pool. We're just looking
to do the best we can next weekend
at the Big East Championships what
ever that may be."
Indeed, the Big East Championships is
a place where anything can happen.
And this year, the Providence College
Swimming and Diving Team under
stands that.
"A lot of our veteran swimmers
have been here before," said junior
Card. "We know what needs to be
done in order to make a statement
and we'll be working our hardest
this next week to pull everything
together. This season has had a lot
of ups and downs but right now all
that matters is next weekend, and
there's not one person in this locker
room that doesn't know that."
With that attitude and resolve it
would be hard to see anything stop
ping the Friars from making a splash
at the Championships. Certainly,
Indianapolis is the place to be from
February 18 through the 21, .an event
likely to embody all the emotions of a
long and trying season. As for the
Providence Swimming and Diving
squad, it is evident that they know
what needs to be done. Thus, for our
Friars, the time is now.
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HOOPS: Still Alive for NCAA'S Yeates, Elliot Continue Winning
Ways for Providence Track
continued from back page
Keno Davis and the Friars had
every reason to be nervous as they
entered The Sun Dome in Tampa,
Fla. on Tuesday night. Just four days
earlier, the Bulls had made headlines
around the Big East, as they handed
then NO. 10 Marquette its first
league loss with a stunning 57-56
victory.
USF, hoping for back-to-back con
ference wins, had the potential
momentum to sink the Friars into an
even deeper hole after three straight
losses. However, USF's historic upset
could be the only one they see this
year. The Bulls, lacking the energy
and intensity the Friars expected to
find, fell to Providence 77-62 on
Tuesday, Feb 10.
Not only did the Friars use this vic
tory to snap a three-game losing streak
but in the process, proved their depth
as one of the most balanced teams in
the league. The Friar reserves
outscored the Bull's bench 35-6. Senior
Randall Hanke and sophomore
Marshon Brooks did most of the
damage, contributing a total of 28
points for the Friars. A healthy
Brooks hit a deep three early on to
send the Friars on an uncontested
scoring barrage. He appeared 100
percent after sitting out last
Saturday's blowout loss to West
Virginia with a sprained ankle.
"I was amazed how he (Brooks)
looked out there after not practicing at
all," said Head Coach Keno Davis.
"For him to come out and shoot as
good as he did was a big spark for us."
Senior Jonathan Kale led the Friars
with an impressive 15 points and nine
rebounds. Junior guard Sharaud

Curry's 11 points of the night were
more than enough to make him the
fifth player on the current roster to
score 1,000 points. Providence is the
only team in the nation with five 1,000
point scorers on the roster.
"We have so many guys getting 1,000
I can’t keep track," said Coach Davis.
"For him to come back after, being
injured and play at the level he’s play
ing right now, as a coach, it makes it
that much better"
In the first half, the two teams
traded baskets. At one point, USF
led 26-21. However, in the closing
minutes of the first half, the Friars
started to show signs of life. A 20-6
run for the Friars put PC ahead by a
score of 41-32 at the half.
In the second half, the Bulls scored
the first five points, prompting a Keno
Davis timeout. The timeout proved to
be timely as the Friars quickly changed
the momentum of the game, scoring
the next seven points.
With 4:15 to play, the Bulls went on
one last run, scoring eight straight
points, which cut the Friar lead to
only five points. Dominique Jones,
the fiery South Florida guard once
recruited by Providence, certainly
gave the Friars a run for their money.
However, Jones who had a gamehigh 29 points and team-high eight
rebounds unfortunately did not see
the same effort from his teammates.
With little time remaining, a Jones
dunk prompted a Friar timeout.
Determined not to let the game slip
away from them, the Friar squad fin
ished out strong. Junior Brian
McKenzie hit a crucial trey and the
Friars continued to sink their next six
shots from the charity stripe to suc
cessfully put the game away.

by

Chris Torello '11
Sports Staff

With only two weeks remaining
until the Men's and Women's Indoor
Track Teams compete in the Big East
championships, the Friars were in win
ning form over this past
TRACK weekend. Head coach Ray
Treacy once again has his
runners competing at a high level and
seem ready to place well in the confer
ence championship meet next week.
The men split between two events
as they competed at both the Boston
Indoor Games at the Reggie Lewis
Center in Boston and the Giegengack
Invitational at Yale University.
At the Boston Indoor Games, junior
Hayden McClaren finished second
in the College Mile with a time of
4:01.22. His teammate, freshman
David McCarthy, placed fourth at
4:01.74. In the College 800 meter
race, senior Charlie Dewey came in
second at 1:51.87.
Down in New Haven, Conn., at
Yale University, the men put the
Friar name all over the Ivy League
complex.
Freshman
Dominic
Channon won the mile in a time of
4:06.30.
Sophomore
Stephen
Hankinson finished ninth. The 3,000
meter race belonged to Friars' senior
Richard Yeates who claimed victory
in a time of 8:10.84. Junior Michael
Anderson finished third (8:20.19)
and sophomore Nicholas Barao
(8:21.65) rounded out the top five.
All three runners ran personal bests
and have qualified for the Big East
Championships on Feb. 21, 2009.

The men will return to action this
Saturday at the Valentine Invitational at
Boston University.
The Women's Track Team compet
ed at the Giegengack Invitational
this past Saturday.
In the mile race, the Friars had three
runners in the top six in the mile race
as freshman Hannah Davidson was
third (4:52.61), sophomore Emma
Perron was fifth (5:03.21) and fresh
man Sarah Graney rounded out the
top-6 (5:05.66). In the 1,000 meter race,
senior Katherine Schock ran a Big East
qualifying time of 2:55.02.
The Friars made it a clean sweep
of the top-3 spots of the 3,000 meters
race. Senior Danette Doetzel ran and
won her first race of the season, run
ning a time of 9:33.87. Senior Katie
Dicamillo (9:40.22) . and junior
Krystal Douglas (9:40.38) finished
second and third, respectively.
Perhaps the most impressive per
formance of the day came from senior
Katie Elliot sped past the competition
in the 800 meter race. Elliot won the
race with a personal best time of
2:14.44. The time was also good
enough to qualify' Elliot for the Big
East championships.
Overall, the women's team was
extremely impressive displaying the
depth and talented youth on their team
with a plethora of freshman and sopho
more runners clocking in at solid times.
The women will return to the track
this
Friday
at
the
Valentine
Invitational at Boston University.
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Friars Fall to WVU 59-50
by

Alexis Smith '12
SpcJRts Staff

The Providence College Women's
Basketball Team hit another wall on
Tuesday, Feb. 10, with a hard fought
59-50 loss to West Virginia University
at the Coliseum in
Morgantown,
W.V.
WOMEN'S
The
loss
dropped
HOOPS
Providence to 3-7 in
the Big East and a dis
appointing 9-14 overall.
Although West Virginia entered the
game with the upper hand in terms of
their overall record, they found them
selves looking up at the Friars at the
bottom of the Big East standings with
a 2-7 league mark. Winning on the
road is always tough, but if PC ever
had a chance to steal one, it was
against the Mountaineers, sadly West
Virginia had other ideas.
West Virginia got off to a hot start
on offense, racing out to an impressive
22-11 lead. Down by 11 with 6:42 left
on the clock, the Friars scored five
unanswered points to cut the deficit to
six points with 4:16 left in the half. The
Providence Run was not long-lived
however, as West Virginia sharp
shooter, Alex Sanabria, knocked down
a three-pointer to push the WVU lead
to nine with a score of 25-16 at the 3:36
mark. The Mountaineers then finished
the half on a 7-0 rally that gave them a
32-20 halftime advantage.
Standing out for the Friars in the
first half was senior Chelsea
Marandola, who paced PC with seven
first half points. While Providence
didn't shoot horribly (39.4%) they
were unable to connect on a single
shot from beyond the arc and commit
ted a number of bad turnovers in the
first half of play.
Coming out of the gates, PC hoped
to chip away at the Mountaineer's lead

but were overwhelmed by WVU at the
outset of the second half. In the first
five minutes of the second session,
WVU outscored the Friars 9-4 which
pushed the WVU lead up to 17 at 4127. West Virginia star, Sarah Miles
scored five of the Mountaineers nine
points. Not letting up, WVU pushed
its lead to 21 by a score of 49-28 as the
clock hit the 11-minute mark. The
Mountaineers upped their lead to 22,
by a score of 58-36, with 6:01 remain
ing in the game.
Down 22 on the road, the Friars
could have easily thrown in the towel
but Head Coach Phil Seymour had his
team play inspired ball down the
stretch.
PC
outscored
the
Mountaineers 14-1 down the stretch
but the clock was not on the Friars'
side. Despite the valiant effort in the
game's final minutes, the Friars left
Morgantown with a 59-50 loss.
Not to be lost in the Friars defeat was
sophomore Mi-Khida Hankins who
paced Providence with 15 points and
three rebounds. Also reaching double
figures in scoring was junior Brittany
Dorsey, who tallied 10 points, includ
ing two threes, and also pulled down
an impressive seven rebounds.
The Mountaineers received a number
of impressive performances, most
notably from Miles who finished the
night with 19 total points. Joining
Miles in double figures was Liz
Repella who nothced a double-double
with 13 points and 12 boards and
Ashley Powell who netted 13 points
for WVU to go along with her gamehigh eight assists.
The Friars return to action on
Saturday, Feb. 14 against Big East foe
Georgetown. The tip-off will be sched
uled
for
2:05pm
in
Alumni
Hall/Mullaney Gymnasium. The game
will be televised live on Big East TV.
Check local listings for availability.

Friars Update
4 recap of the week in Providence sports

Tennis Team Splits Weekend Matches
Snow is still on the ground and the
temperatures are still low, but the
Providence College Tennis Team has
opened the spring portion of its sea
son showing the grit and determina
tion that marked their successful 3-2
run during the fall.
Most recently, the Friars split a pair
of matches at neutral-site indoor ven
ues by earning a win against St.
Bonaventure on Saturday, Feb. 7, and
dropping a match against Albany on
Friday, Feb. 6.
The Friars worked hard.to earn a
close
4-3
victory
over
St.
Bonaventure, a win that came just a
day after a tough 7-0 loss to Albany.
"(The girls] do a nice job taking it
match to match and knowing that each
time they step on the court it's a new
match," said first year Friars Head
Coach Kyle LaBranche. "We have
strong mental players on our team."
And this mental prowess of the
Friars was a sustaining force through
the fall season, but it will continue to
play a significant role as the spring
season continues. The Friars are just
three matches through their 13match spring season, so there is
ample time for a return to the
impressive play of the fall season and
to improve from there.
"There's some rust we have to
shake off to get to where we were
(playing) in the fall, ... but there no
reason that we can't go out there and
play the smartest and be the hardest
workers," said Coach LaBranche.
The lineup for the spring season
will largely be the same as that

employed during the fall portion of
the season, with senior Ashley
Rissolo, sophomore Ayushi Sinha,
and senior Meghan Gilroy in the first
three singles positions. Freshman
Melanie Albert, junior Jenn Cusack,
and sophomore Ally Wegner round
out the singles players.
While these six have proven their
ability, winning matches hinges not
only on their solid play, but also on
the encouragement and enthusiasm
of the rest of the team.
"They really feed off of each
other," said Coach LaBranche. "I am
very impressed with how they get
along, practicing and competing with
each other every day. They pull for
each other."
It is the hard work of the tight-knit
bunch which has led to the success
and
improvement
that
the
Providence tennis program has seen
in recent years. And with the
announcement in December of the
signing of recruits Marisela Aviles
and Courtney Burek, the future of the
program looks bright as well.
Additionally, junior Dara HawkinsHodgson's decision to red-shirt for
this season will provide her with an
extra year of eligibility.
The Friars return to the court on
Saturday, Feb. 21, at Rally Point in
Greenville,
RI
against Bryant
University. The Friars squared off
with the Bulldogs in the fall, and lost
a very close match 4-3 on a deciding
doubles point that went in Bryant's
favor. Providence will look to avenge
this loss and with a win.
- John Butler ’ll

Come cheer on PC on Saturday,
Feb. 14 at 7:00 p.m. as the Friars
look to improve their Big East
record against Rutgers.

Phillips Memorial Library
LIBRARY HOURS-PRESIDENTS’ DAV WEEKEND
Friday, February 13

Saturday, February 14

Sunday, February 15
Monday, February 16

8:00 a.m. -10:00 p.m.

-

-

9:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

12 Noon - 12 Midnight

-

10:00 a.m. -

2:00 a.m.

HOLT: Steroids Plague

Major League Baseball
continued from back page
honestly who in their right mind
would voluntarily admit such a
wrongdoing? When you're speeding,
do you pull yourself over to the side of
the road and call the police? I didn't
think so. Though what he did was
i wrong and inexcusable, I do feel a
little sorry for A-Rod. This is a per
son who tries so hard to be accepted
| and liked by teammates, fans, and
the media. Almost none of his efforts
j are successful.
Of the over 100 people in this report;
| his were the only results made public.
Clearly, there were some who had it
out for A-Rod.
These tests were supposed to be
anonymous. They were entered into
voluntarily and were meant to gauge
the state of steroids in the game of
baseball. These results were not
intended to and never should have
I been made public.
I do not fault Sports Illustrated for
publishing the story. They did what
any good news outlet would have
done. If they didn't print it, someone
: else would have.
I do however take issue with the
four cowards who released this to
the media. These people, whoever
they may be, knew these tests were
confidential. They knew what they
were doing. These actions are almost
. as bad as A-Rod's cheating, even
worse perhaps.
Yes, Rodriguez is the best player in
baseball and the most prominent on
the list. But who else is on there? I
hope we never know.
A-Rod got a raw deal on this one. He
entered into these tests thinking they
would be free of consequence. Boy,
was he wrong.

Shame on A-Rod for cheating, but
shame on these four cowards for
bringing this to light. How dare they
violate the terms of these tests. Shame
on Sports Illustrated, not for publishing
the story, but for not revealing the
identities of these shameless individu
als. I understand the value of keeping
the identities of sources in confidence;
however, these are people who violat
ed this principle in their own right, so
should they not be subject to the new
standards they have set?
Now for all those who say A-Rod
does not belong in the Hall of Fame,
please be quiet. He along with
Bonds, Clemens, and all the best of
their era should be voted into the
museum in Cooperstown.
This was not the first "unclean"
period in the history of the game.
Many players in the Hank Aaron era,
for instance, used amphetamines.
Should their stats be voided?
Each time in the history of the game
had its ways to cheat. The problem is
that there were so many who did and
it is impossible to know, even in the
most recent "steroid era" just who and
how many actually did.
A-Rod played that part of his career
against many players who took
steroids. Though taking them was
wrong, it put him on a more level
playing field. His statistics shouldn't
be discarded, nor should anyone's of
the era.
Though this is unfortunate and not
ideal, it is in fact the reality we face
when evaluating baseball and all
sports. Though we know some did not
cheat, many did, and this is something
that we just have to accept.
The sooner we move forward, the
Listen to Ryan Holt live on WDOM 91.3
FM on Thursdays at 4:00 p.m. Email
Ryan at rholt@providence.edu.
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Remember, Cowl readers ... we want to

hear from you! Just e-mail your questions
either about PC sports or sports in general to
cowlsports@gmail.com, and we'll do our
best to answer them—and stir up a little

debate if we can!
Thanks,

The Cowl Sports Staff

Following his recent admission of taking steroids, does Alex Rodriguez deserve a
spot in the Baseball Hall of Fame when his playing career is over?
Who would have thought that that
Joe Torre was right when he referred
to Alex Rodriguez as A-Fraud in his
recent book? Rodriguez's admission
of using performance enhancing
drugs has become another black eye
for much maligned Major League
Baseball. Considering the times, this
guilty plea by A-Rod may not be that
surprising for many. It does however
throw his Hall of Fame candidacy
into serious question.
Yes, Rodriguez has been a consis
tent performer throughout his career.
Regardless, several of his stat cate
gories were considerably higher dur
ing his "doping" years (2001-2003). He
averaged more than 13 extra games
and home runs per season in those
years. His slugging percentage also
swelled from .574 to .615 during that
stint with the Rangers. Most would
argue that wiping out three years of
numbers off his record still qualifies
him for the Hall of Fame. If he gets to
the HOF he will likely enter having
surpassed Barry Bonds as the Home
Run king. While a user in Texas
Rodriguez belted 156 home runs. Take
those off his resume, and it's possible
A-Rod falls short of Bonds' mark.
Yes, Alex finally admitted that he
used the anabolic steroid Primobolin
while a Ranger but can we really trust
his story? Although Rodriguez admit
ted his wrongdoings to ESPN, he bla
tantly lied in a 2007 interview with
Katie Couric of CBS News. So we're
supposed to believe that all of a sud
den he had a catharsis of his soul with
Peter Gammons questioning him? The
bottom line remains that A-Rod is a
liar and a cheat and we will never
know how deep his steroid usage
runs. Bottom line, he shouldn't be
allowed within six hundred miles of
Cooperstown. And for that, Alex, I am
deeply sorry.

Where does MLB go from here?
Baseball's white knight, the man sup
posedly pegged to break Barry Bonds'
tainted HR recorded, has been caught
cheating too. Alex Rodriguez is no
stranger to controversy. He is the
owner of the richest contract in base
ball history, he has been seen prancing
around Manhattan with Madonna,
and he has infamously choked come
playoff time. Unfortunately, this new
revelation will not blow over that qui
etly, and may cost this two-time MVP
votes for the Hall of Fame.
A-Rod is considered by many to be
the best overall player in baseball. He
is the protypical five tool players and
at the age of 32, he became the
youngest player to reach 500. So why
would he risk all this future success by
taking steroids from 2001-2003? Easy,
the surrounding culture. Conspiracy
theorists guess that 50 percent or more
of the MLB used performance enhanc
ing drugs at the height of the steroid
era. If he didn't use steroids, then his
opponents would hold an unfair
advantage. Plus, steroids were legal to
take before 2003, the last year A-Rod
claims to have taken them.
The legitimacy of A-Rod's career
stats will be questioned from this point
on. But I say how can we trust any
players' numbers from the so called
Steroid Era? Hundreds of players, both
pitchers and hitters, were named in the
Mitchell Report and there are 103 other
unnamed players who failed steroid
tests back in 2003 alongside A-Rod. So
what is to become of A-Rod's Hall of
Fame chances? Those deemed clean
throughout the era will be shoo-ins,
and if the writers come to accept ARod's confession that he only cheated
for a three year period, then he will be
elected. The Hall of Fame could ignore
his career in Texas, but the rest of his
magnificent career cannot be.

- Anthony Valentino '09

- Chris Crawford '10
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Here's to Your Health
by

Casey Reutemann '09
Sports Staff

Let's get something straight; like it
or not, Valentine's Day comes around
once a year, without fail. You may be
one of those people who subconscious
ly dots their "i'"s with
HEALTH & hearts each February
FITNESS 14 (hey, I'm not judg
ing). Or, perhaps you
have
consistently
denounced this greeting card holiday
as absurd and are firm in you resolu
tion to avoid any and all forms of
love/affection/ joy/warmth/fun so as to
drive your point home...hard. Maybe
Valentine's Day makes you lonely.
Maybe it makes you excessively loveydovey. Regardless of your personal
perspective, however, there is no
avoiding that come February the col
ors red and pink prevail, sensitivity
surfaces and chocolates call your
name. Deal with it.
How, you may ask? First, a simple
attitude adjustment is in order for all.
Valentine's Day will happen and then
it will pass. If you spend the day
grumbling, it's a day of your life wast
ed. Similarly, if you find yourself too
caught up in the hype (i.e. cookie-cutting all of the day's slacks into hearts,
baking more Valentine treats than you
could ever eat, or writing cards to any
one and everyone that has ever crossed
your path) you also risk missing out on
the actual meaning of this holiday.
So this year, whether you're attached,
single, male or female, take time to
think about all of the important rela
tionships in your life. Reflect on how
they could be better, or more specifi
cally, healthier. Maybe you don't call
your parents enough, or haven't given
your younger sibling(s) enough sup
port. Maybe you've been holding a
long-standing grudge against some
one who offended you. Maybe you
broke someone's heart; Wherever your
mind meanders, the important thing is
to look at Valentine's Day as an oppor
tunity to act upon the thoughts that
emerge along the way. No relationship
is ever too far gone to make someone
feel special.
Listed are some creative, inexpen
sive, but heartfelt suggestions to get
you
started
towards
making
Valentine's Day 2009 one so happy and
healthy that you, and those most spe

cial to you, will aspire to recreate it for
years to come.
Send Love: An obvious, yet often
overlooked sentiment; simply convey
ing the idea that you care. With the
unlimited connectivity that technology
affords us, there is no excuse for not
sending a little love. E-Cards, online
gift sites, phone calls, texts (if you must)
or old-school snail mail... take your
pick, but please do something, for all
those special someones in your life.
Alternative activities: Pardon my
typecasting (for the purpose of brevity
only), but its as if it is an unspoken rule
that couples go out to a decadent din
ner, while those unattached often take
the liberty to over-indulge as a means
of defiance, escape, or simply because
they can. This year, try something that
truly feeds your body and soul (if you
don't enjoy it, you can go ahead and
down that box of truffles tomorrow, no
questions asked!); pure, active fun.
Grab a date, a group of friends or
you family members and try a new
activity. Rock Climbing, for example,
is a great way to bond and provides a
satisfying
workout
(check
out
http://www.rhodeislandrockgym.com.
If you love the outdoors, check out the
rink in Downtown Providence for a
Valentine's Day full of skating, laugh
ter and hot cocoa. Go cross country
skiing. Bundle up and go for a jog
with your special someone(s). These,
and any other, physical activities can
get your heart pumping in a way that
makes the sugar rush of chocolate yes
terday's news.
Random Acts of Kindness: Do them.
Whether on your own, as a couple or
with a group, the satisfaction you get
from making an unsuspecting, much
deserving, individual feel special is
unparalleled. It can be as simple as an
emphatic "THANK YOU" to the
RIPTA driver who has let you on with
out your PC-ID countless Saturday
mornings. Or it can be as elaborate as a
trip to a local soup kitchen with some
handmade Valentines. The point is,
your connection to your community is
just as important as the aforemen
tioned relationships; it should be culti
vated, improved upon and valued.
Valentine's Day is just that; a 24 hour
period that comes and goes like any
other. However, aspire to make this one
memorable, if not only for yourself, but
for someone you care about.

Hockey Drops Two to No. 5 Vermont
. by Chris Mammen '11
Sports Staff
This weekend the Providence
College Men's Hockey Team traveled
to Burlington where they dropped two
straight games, both by the score of 41 to the No. 5 Vermont Catamounts.
The pair of losses dropped the Friars to
a disappointing 7-16-3 overall and 412-3 in Hockey East.
"Both nights were similar in tempo
and we just got sloppy," said Head
Coach Tim Army. "We let them get the
lead and it was a daunting challenge to
get back in it against a good team in
their building."
In Saturday's contest, Vermont jumped
out to an early 1-0 lead as Viktor
Stalberg scored his team leading 17th
goal when he fired a shot which
glanced off freshman goalie Alex
Beaudry and found the back of the net.
The Friars controlled the rest of the
period out shooting Vermont 11-4 but
were unable to score the equalizer.
In the second period the Friars took
advantage of a power play to tie the
game up at 1-1. The goal came at the
8:02 mark of the period when senior
Nick Mazzolini fired a back hander off
Vermont goalie Rob Madore and into
the net, good for his fourth goal in as
many games. Freshman Matt Bergland
and junior Mark Fayne were both
credited with assists.
The Catamounts reacted with two
quick goals to end the second period

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Pierce Norton '09 scored the lone Friar goal in a 4-1 loss to Vermont on Friday, Feb.
6. Providence lost both games of the weekend series to fall to 4-12-3 in Hockey East.
and bring their lead to 3-1. Stalberg
scored again on an empty net to seal
the deal for a 4-1 Vermont victory. To
PC's credit,
they outshot the
Coutamounts 31-17 in the loss.
"We played better Friday night than
we did Saturday, but, to use a tennis
term, we made some unforced errors,"
said Army. "We need to work on

understanding situations and making
the appropriate decisions in those situ
ations, the emphasis now is finding
some consistency for our game."
On Friday night the Friars were
defeated thanks to a three goal third
period by the Catamounts. The Friars
took an early 1-0 lead when senior
Pierce Norton slid a one-timer into the

net off a feed from Mazzolini. Vermont
did not respond until Peter Lenes
poked a rebound into the open net the
3:45 mark of the second period to even
the score at one.
Just 11 seconds into the third period
the Catamounts took the lead for good
when Corey Carlson scored on a long
wrist shot from the circle. Washontiio
Stacey added another goal to bring the
UVM lead to 3-1. The Catamounts
completed the scoring with an empty
net goal at 19:20. The Friars' freshman
goaltender, Alex Beaudry, finished the
game with 28 saves.
"We battled hard both games, let up
on a couple of shifts and they capital
ized," said junior Chris Eppich. "We
were in it the whole game both nights
but we let up."
Coach Army also felt that the squad
made a few mental errors that led to
the weekend losses.
"We played some good hockey but
at some key moments we made mis
takes," said Army. "This time of year
you really get exposed when you make
those kinds of mistakes."
The Friars continue to search for a
Hockey East Tournament bid this
weekend when they play a home and
home series with New Hampshire. PC
will travel to UNH on Friday night
and then come back to Providence to
host the Wildcats at Schneider Arena
on Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
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Friars Bounce Back Against South Florida
by

Mollie Quinn '09 and
Dan Ollquist '10
Sports Editors

Keno Davis and the Friars had
every reason to be nervous as they
entered The Sun Dome in Tampa,
Fla. on Tuesday night. Just four days
earlier, the Bulls had made headlines
around the Big East, as
MEN'S they handed then NO.
HOOPS 10 Marquette its first
league loss with a stun
ning 57-56 victory.
USF, hoping for back-to-back con
ference wins, had the potential
momentum to sink the Friars into an
even deeper hole after three straight
losses. However, USF's historic upset
could be the only one they see this
year. The Bulls, lacking the energy
and intensity the Friars expected to
find, fell to Providence 77-62 on
Tuesday, Feb 10.

We have so many guys
getting 1,000 I can't
keep track.
Head Coach Keno Davis

________________
Not only did the Friars use this vic
tory to snap a three-game losing streak
but in the process, proved their depth

JOHNVAGHI’io

Jeff Xavier '09 scored 15 points in a loss at West Virginia on Saturday, Feb. 7.
Xavier and the Friars rebounded against the University of South Florida on
Tuesday, Feb. 10, keeping their NCAA tourney hopes al ive.
as one of the most balanced teams in
the league. The Friar reserves
outscored the Bull's bench 35-6. Senior
Randall Hanke and sophomore
Marshon Brooks did most of the
damage, contributing a total of 28
points for the Friars. A healthy
Brooks hit a deep three early on to
send the Friars on an uncontested
scoring barrage. He appeared 100
percent after sitting out last

Sports Boss: The
Steroid Scandal
by

Ryan Holt '09
Sports Staff

Last year I wrote an article
that discussed the importance of
Alex Rodriguez to the future of
statistical integrity in baseball.
At that point, AOPINION Rod had just hit
his 50th homerun of the 2007
season and was
in the hunt for 60. This I said,
at the time would have been
the first "clean" 60 since Roger
Maris, and as a result, would
have made him the "true"
homerun king.
I guess not.
I, like so many others; had
been duped by A-Rod. I was
made to believe that he had
done all of this without the
aide of performance enhanc
ing drugs.
How could I have been so
naive? How could I have been
so gullible?
I am sure that I am not the
only one who feels this way.
A-Rod
did
something
wrong, he cheated himself, the
game, its records, and, most
importantly, the fans. What he
did was wrong.
He was, however, not
alone. Rodriguez is unfortu
nately part of baseball's
"steroid era." So many of his
competitors
and
team
mates—hitters and pitch
ers—were taking drugs.
While this does not excuse or
validate his actions, it makes
them more understandable.
When so many around you
are cheating, getting ahead,

and making money, how
hard is it to do things the
right way?
A-Rod faced a difficult sit
uation when he signed with
Texas. While one of the
younger players in the
game, he became its highest
paid player. The expecta
tions and the pressure were
intense. For someone as
seemingly mentally fragile
and eager to please others,
this certainly gave him a rea
son to think of "cheating" as
a plausible option.
It was a different time. MLB,
the owners, the players union,
the media, and the fans all
turned a blind eye as biceps and
homerun totals ballooned to
nearly inhuman levels. Steroids,
in a way, saved baseball. After
the strike of 1994, homerun dis
tances and totals increased by
tremendous amounts bringing
people back into stadiums to
see just how far these freaks of
"nature" could hit the ball. We
are all to blame.
This does not make what he
or hundreds of his fellow play
ers did right. It just provides
somewhat of an explanation.
I applaud A-Rod for com
ing clean this week to ESPN's
Peter Gammons. He could
have
taken
the
Roger
Clemens' or Barry Bonds'
deny, deny route. This would
have certainly brought him
years of grief and scrutiny.
Yes, it took getting "caught"
for him to admit the truth, but
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Saturday's blowout loss to West
Virginia with a sprained ankle.
"I was amazed how he (Brooks)
looked out there after not practicing at
all," said Head Coach Keno Davis.
"For him to come out and shoot as
good as he did was a big spark for us."
Senior Jonathan Kale led the Friars
with an impressive 15 points and nine
rebounds. Junior guard Sharaud
Curry's 11 points of the night were

more than enough to make him the
fifth player on the current roster to
score 1,000 points. Providence is the
only team in the nation with five 1,000
point scorers on the roster.
"We have so many guys getting 1,000
I can’t keep track," said Coach Davis.
"For him to come back after, being
injured and play at the level he’s play
ing right now, as a coach, it makes it
that much better"
In the first half, the two teams trad
ed baskets. At one point, USF led 2621. However, in the closing minutes
of the first half, the Friars started to
show signs of life. A 20-6 run for the
Friars put PC ahead by a score of 4132 at the half.
In the second half, the Bulls scored
the first five points, prompting a Keno
Davis timeout. The timeout proved to
be timely as the Friars quickly changed
the momentum of the game, scoring
the next seven points.
With 4:15 to play, the Bulls went on
one last run, scoring eight straight
points, which cut the Friar lead to
only five points. Dominique Jones,
the fiery South Florida guard once
recruited by Providence, certainly
gave the Friars a run for their money.
However, Jones who had a gamehigh 29 points and team-high eight
rebounds unfortunately did not see
the same effort from his teammates.
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PC Splits Weekend Home and Home vs. NU
Al Daniel '11
Sports Staff

by

The Providence College
Women's Hockey Team grudg
ingly assumed a puck-based
parallel to Wile E. Coyote last
Saturday, hog
WOMEN'S going and the
HOCKEY dramatic
upsurge in every
capacity imaginable—only to
plunge into vexing defeat
They facilely outclassed the
host Northeastern Huskies
everywhere from shots on net
(44-15), to face-offs (40-22), to
opposing penalties (7-1).
But
NU's
offensive
Roadrunner —principally
held on standby while the
celestial
goaltending
of
Florence Schelling stole the
show—made just one fleet
ing, productive cameo too
many for Providence to han
dle, amounting to a 3-2 final
that forced the Friars to
accept a split of the homeand-home series.
"It's really important to
keep everything in perspec
tive," said head coach Bob
Deraney. "We played extreme
ly well. We were fast, we were
diligent. I think, in the whole
game, we made five mistakes.
Two, early on, that our goalie
made great saves on, two that
ended up in our net, and one
on a great backcheck that
negated the situation.
"And a couple of the goals
they scored weren't even
mistakes. They were just
weird plays. So, if we keep
playing like this, we're going
to win a lot of games here
down the stretch."

COURTESY OF SPORTS INFO

Mari Pehkonen '09 scored the game-winning goal in overtime in
Providence's 3-2 win over Northeastern University. The goal was
her ninth of the season.
Confronting a fastidiously
thirsty Providence strike
force, Schelling got the two
biggest workouts of her young
career with a cumulative 100
shots against on the weekend.
Senior Mari Pehkonen, who
will likely face the Swiss phe
nom many times more in inter
national events, discharged 17
of those shots alone (eight on
Friday, nine on Saturday).
"She's definitely going to
be the number one Swiss
goalie for years to come,"
said Pehkonen, who momen
tarily looked to have forced
overtime on Saturday when
her unassisted goal drew a 2-

2 knot with 5:35 remaining
in the game.
And
even
when
Ali
Bielawski retorted to renew
the NU lead two minutes later,
Pehkonen and Co. didn't con
cede. Bielawski herself tanta
lized the Husky home crowd
by taking a hooking penalty
with precisely two minutes on
the clock, spelling a PC power
play for the remainder of reg
ulation. It would be either
that, or a conversion sure to
force overtime.
The Friars, who promptly
forked
out
goaltender
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